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This document is one of a series required by Contract NAS9-9953,
Exhibit C, Statement of Work for Phase B Extension*Modular Space Station
Program Definition. It has been prepared by the Space Division, North
American Rockwell Corporation, and is submitted to the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration's Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas, in accordance with the requirements of Data Requirements List
(DRL) MSC-T-575, Line Item 65.
Total documentation products of the extension period are listed in the
following chart in categories that indicate their purpose and relationship to
the program.
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INTRODUCTION
This Executive Summary covers the space station extensicn period - "
study performed by North American Rockwell Corporation (NB.) and major
subcontractors starting in February, I770. The extensionperiod is the ........ :
third phase of the NASA space station study. In the original study, a large-
diameter space station was designed; options to that contract were implemented
in which a number of design alternatives were studied including the con-
ceptual definition of a modular space station. The extension period was
then negotiated to conduct the preliminary design of a modular space station.
The initial phase of the study was based on the space station being the
precursor program to a much larger space base. Beyond the space base,
manned planetary missions were projected to the mid-1980fs and both the
space station and base contributed technology, systems, and modules to
these missions. The space station itself was planned to be operational as ......
early as 1975 and would be launched on a Saturn V-class booster.
The space station configuration resulting from the basic study was
_33 feet in diameter and contained four decks plus two toroidal ends and a
power/artificial gravity boom. It supported a crew of IZ and could support .
a full complement of experiments and space applications activities. This
in.tegral space station was configured so that an artificial gravity by rotation
c0uld be assessed using the spent S-If stage as a counterweight.
At the conclus;on of ths integral station design study, concepts of a
modular space station that required only the space shuttle for initial launch
and logistics supply were introduced. Many configuration classes were
studied with the result that the open class, characterized by a central core
with end-docked modules, was selected. This configuration (as it evolved
from the many iterations in the design process) is shown in Figures I and 2.
Figure l shows the initial space station, which is capable of supporting six
crew members and a large complement of experiments. Figure 2 shows the
growth space station that is fully equivalent to the integral station mentioned
previously.
The space station shown is distinguished by several features in
deference to the primary drivers of the program; safety, cost, and utility
to the station user in research and applications endeavors. Safety is assured
by many things: absence of hazards, redundancy of critical equipment, a
forgiving design. Beyond this, the station is effectively two stations in one,
with dual habitable volumes, subsystem redundancy divided between these
-i
!i
i.l
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Figure 1. Initial Station
Figure 2. Growth Station
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volumes, and dual shirtsleeve egress from any normally inhabited module .....
to the other volume. Cre,,_' safety and mission co,_tinuation are assure<]
despite any credible series of mishaps ........
Costs, particularly early funding requirements, are reduced by
minirnura requirements for new developments, a development and operations
approach that takes advantag_ of the shuttle's capability, and module
commonality whereby _ll normally inhabited station modules are repeats _
of one Btructural design and two basic interior arrangements.
Space Division • '
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Analyses of space station user requirements were a primary source
of station design require_nents. Two areas were particularly influential, a
requirement to inhibit all venting, engine firing, etc., for up to 12 hours,
and a decision to normally fly the station with its geometric axes fixed
relative to the earth and relative to the orbit plane.
This report is concerned primarily with the design and operation of
the initial space station, since that was the primary thrust of the study. The
report also covers the growth space station and several important ancillary
activities. These include a shuttle sortie mission and design analye.is, a
reduced shuttle payload size impact assessment, a series of alternative
program options, a mockup evaluation, and a series of advanced development
tasks concerning the information management subsystem.
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MODULAi_ SPACE STATION
• .r
Space Division :..
North American Rockwell
This section contains the results of analysis and design activities on
the modular space station. The first five sections describe the initial
(6 man) space station; the growth (12 man) space station deltas are described
in the sixth section, and the programmatlcs (cost and schedule) discussed in
the last section.
•REQUIREMENTS "'
The modular space station study began with a comprehensive set of
requirements developed during the preceding study of the integral station.
These were set dowrr as the guidelines and constraints (MSC-03096) that
governed the study. The primary requirement was to provide an on-orbit
capability to support a variety of experiments and space applications as
defined in the NASA 1971 Blue Book. The fully configured station would
contain a general-purpose laboratory and' be capable of supporting two
research and applications modules (RAM's).
Primary emphasls was to minimize peak annual funding requirements
in addition to minimizing program funding up to the ac,hievement of initial
operational capability (IOC). In the accomplishment of these program cost
requirements, commonality was established as a primary consideration. In
addition, the adoption of a development approach that provides the basis for
the reduction of the number and cost of test articles and major tests was
required.
The facility would consist of modules that could be carried to orbit
within the shuttle cargo bay and assembled on orbit. I_ must be capable of
independent operations with a full crew for 120 days, although shuttle
support launches can be programmed as often as one every 30 days. The ................
station atmosphere would be 14.7 psia oxygen/nitrogen and would maintain
CO 2 partial pressure below 3.0 mmHg.
Mission
The experiment disciplines to be operated in the modular space
station (MSS) were examined to establish a mission flight envelope. The
result, shown in Figure 3, ranges in altitude from 240 nautical miles
to _-70 nautical miles at an orbit inclination of 55 degrees.
t
i
i
f
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Figure 3. Modular Space Station Flight Envelope
An evaluation of subsystem performance and logistic resupply require -
ments resulted in a selected subsystem design-to altitude of 240 nautical
miles. This provides the capability of operating within established consum-
able resupply frequencies at the worst case.
An evaluation of the subsystem performance requirements and the
space station consumable requirements resulted in the selection of a
design-to altitude of 240 nautical miles. The selection of this design-to
altitude permitted the space station to operate anywhere within the mission
flight envelope in the shuttle launch frequency constraints with the worst
case logistics support requirements.
An operational altitude of 270 nautical miles was selected as the " ..........
baseline pz'imarily because of earth-viewing experiment considerations.
This altitude results in approximately daily repeatable ground tracks per-
mitting observations of the same ground sites on multiple successive days.
By operating slightly off a repeatable ground track altitude, total earth
coverage is achieved over a period of several days.
Experiment s
The primary source of experiment definition data was NASA document
NHB7150.1, preliminary Edition of Reference Earth Orbital Research and
i
!,
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Applications Investigations (Blue Book). In the Blue Book, experiments
related by common objectives or requirements are grouped into functional
program elements (FPE's) .......
The initial space station must be capable of supporting selected,
partial, modified, or combined FPE's from the Blue Book. The growth
space station must have the capability to accommodate all Blue Book FPE's,
but not simultaneously.
i
The two major outputs of MSS experiment _equirements analyses were
the definition of evolving experiment laboratories and their requirements,
and the definition of general-purpose laboratory (GPL) requirements for the
initial MSS. From these were produced the Reference Experiment Program
(REP). The REP definition resulted from analysis Of alternative time
phasings of experiments which considered different experiment sequences,
support capability requirements, and costs.
Since the MSS evolves in capability from the six-man initial station to
the growth station, a parallel evolution was defined for experiment require-
ments. In NR's approach, MSS laboratories were defined that progressively
increased in capability through two or more discrete levels. In general,
one•laboratory was defined for each FPE. By definition, the highest level
(level III) is the complete FPE where all Blue Book-defined equipment is
available and all Blue Book-defined experiments can be performed.
In general, the lowest level (level I) was defined to be compatible with
the capabilities of shuttle sortie missions; level II, with the initial MSS; and
level III, with the growth MSS. From the total set of typical experiments
defined in the Blue Book, subsets were selected that are consistent with the
subsets of experiment objectives. Integrated support requirements were
then defined for each laboratory at each implementation level, based on the
requirements of the typical experiments assigned to the laboratory at that
level.
The laboratory definitions and key support requirement ranges by
level are shown in Figure 4. Also shown in the figure is the median value
for each parameter. Laboratory definitions are presented in terms of the
range of the number of experiments and the range of the number of experi-
ment equipment items selected per laboratory at each level. Note that
level III includes the complete Blue Book complement. Following these,
the range of experiment equipment weight at each laboratory level is
displayed. Finally, ranges for three key support requirements are shown
for each laboratory at each level, namely (1) the electrical energy input
required every Z4 hours (in kilowatt hours), (Z) the total digital data output
each Z4 hours (in bits), and (3) the level of crew support required to conduct
the laboratory research and applications investigations (in man-hours per
Z4-hour day).
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Since the Initial MSS could not accommodate all of the level II
laboratories in its five-year existence, priorities for laboratory imple-
ment&tion were defined. - These were based on the nature of the accompUsh-: ......
ments of each laboratory (benefit category) and on the intrinsic value of the
laboratory (worth rating) in satisfying important disciplinary goals in a
program of balanced socio-economic benefit and scientific return.
The desired balanced program requires a proper mixture of socio-
economic and scientific benefits. The hierarchy of laboratories selected to
produce the desired mixture emphasizes worth, both in application and
scientific experiments. High-worth category 1 (socio-economlc benefits)
experiments were placed in a higher rank than high-worth category 2
(scientific knowledge) experiments. The rationale for this choice is based
on the assumption that the momentum upon which the MSS program will
depend for the development of its full potential (in all benefit areas) will
come from socio-economic benefits derived early in the program.
Laboratory requiren_ents priorities and MSS resources were then used to
prepare the reference experiment program.
Integral with the station is a general-purpose laboratory. The GPL
is a facility containing equipment that performs a variety of functions common
to the level II laboratories. It also provides utilities and operating volume
for the accommodation of all level H laboratories not assigned to RAM_s.
General-purpose laboratory requirements are dependent upon the laboratory
evolution philosophy and the reference experiment program, since require-
ments for the GPL were defined specifically to support level II laboratories
accommodated during the initial IV[SS time period.
Twenty-five functional requirements were identified for the initial
station GPL. These resulted in the identification of 54 equipment items
weighing a total of 3300 pounds, which must be provided as part of the GPL .......
In addition, volume and utilities must be provided to accommodate the
equipment required to perform 59 additional functions.
The GPL is required to provide celestial and earth-viewlng capability .....
(including telescopic observation of ground targets); utilities; mechanical,
electrical/electronic, and optical maintenance; biomedical functions; data
analysis capability; photographic processing; physical science functions;
deployment of equipment to the space environment; and volume for the
accommodation o-f investigator-provided equipment.
In addition to the GPL, the station supports two RAM_s either attached
to a docking port or free flyers controlled and serviced from the station.
-•9 -
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_vstem Safety
System safety requirements become a prominent generator of system .......
level space station requirements because they are concerned with the safety
of personnel a, well as with safety of the vehicle. These requirements drive
both the configuration and subsystem designs.
The system safety goal that follows was imposed at the outset as a
top-level study ground rule:
"As a goal, no single malfunction or credible combination of
malfunctions and/or accidents shall result in serious injury
to personnel or in crew abandonment of the space station."
This goal suggests the methodology for assuring the goal is met,
i.e., identify credible malfunctions and accidents and provide design and
operational features to prevent personnel injury or abandonment of the
station. The approach used by NR was to establish models for credible
malfunctions and accidents and to derive general system safety criteria
from these. The criteria were used in developing requirements and
preliminary designs; and the preliminary designs were analyzed to deter-
mine possible hazards and additional safety requirements.
Some of the specific design and operational requirements that resulted
from the application of the Criteria are described in the following paragraphs.
Compartmentation
If an accident occurs that results in depressurization, atmospheric
contamination, or loss of some critical function, the crew must survive
safely in a separate pressurized area until the affected volume can be
restored to a habitable condition or until they are rescued by the shuttle.
The design solution adopted by NR consists of arranging the habitable
modules into two pressure-isolatable volumes of approximately equal
capabilities. Each of the two volumes contains its own environmental control,
thermal control, and information subsystems; a control center; docking
capability; and emergency supplies. Each can support the crew of six
indefinitely (subject to adequate consumables) independently of the other
volume. Primary electrical power is supplied to both volumes from a
common power module that will be available to both volumes even if one has
been evacuated.
- I0-
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Dual Egress
To satisfy the system goal, it was necessary to provide for two or ]
more ways in and out of each habitable volume, locat,_d and separated from _-
each other so that a single accident will not prevent access to both of them.
This, therefore, led to a criterion of two or more entry/exlt paths including
IVA/EVA.
Failure Tolerance Criteria
The failure tolerance criteria became a major driver in establishing
subsystem configurations. These were redefined and clarified to relate the
criteria to critical functions on a complete station basis. The failure
tolerance criteria were further redefined for the buildup period (prior to
manning the station) on the basis of capability to perform successful shuttle
docking to the portion of the station in orbit and boarding the station shirt-
sleeve or IVA.
The failure tolerance criteria established during the Phase B Study are
provided in Table I.
Table I. Failure Tolerance Criteria
Failures
1
2
Manned
•Nominal performance
Reduced capability
Emergency--96 hours
(crew removal) abandon
station
Buildup (Unmanned)
Nominal performance
(capable of being manned
shirtsleeve or IVA)
Reduced performance
(capable of being manned
shlrtsleeve or IVA at least "
96 hours )
Abandon station
BUILDUP AND OPERATION
The most important difference between the modular space station and
the integral space station is the on-orbit buildup of station modules into an
operational system. This requirement was the source of major complexity
-II-
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differences, and strongly influenced the selection, design, and placement of' _I
subsystem assemblies. Once fully configured On-orblt, the station operation l i
and features were similar to the integral station with very little compromise _I
caused by modularity. ......... • : I
Buildup Analysis and Selection
All modules will be manufactured, checked out, and launched with
complete subsystems. This approach results in a design that minimizes the
impact on station activation for normal subsystem operations.
\
With all subsystems installed at launch, the internal connections m_._de,
and fluid lines filled, on-orblt assembly operations are reduced primarily
to module-to-module interface connections, verification, and checkout.
Other startup operations such as subsystem filling, purging,- and recheck
are eliminated.
i!
The initial module to be delivered to orbit preferably has a minimum
amount of scar equipment over and above that required for normal operations.
The NR analyses have shown that this objective was best achieved with the
core module launched first, followed by the power module: These two
assembled modules are flown in a gravity gradient mode at minimum
(nearly quiescent) power between buildup launches. The assembl Y and
buildup approach has been organized to allow only minimum system acti-
vation until permanent manning occurs. Only subsystem_ required to
maintain the statiOn in a quiescent mode between launche_ are activated.
Some subsystems are deactivated during quiescent operations (e.g., the
reaction control subsystem, most of the ECLS subsystem except for
atmosphere and thermal control, and lighting). Redundant wakeup receivers
provide the communications link from ground or:shuttle to the station. These
receivers have the capability of interrogating subsystem status, turning
quiescent systems on and off, and commanding attitude orientation and
control.
information subsystem (ISS). The configuration is now flown oriented about
the principal axis, and water electrolysis supplies the reactants for
secondary power from the fuel cells and for the RCS engines. In subsequent
sequences, shown in Figure 5, the first laboratory/ECLSS module and the
second crew/control module are added at 3D-day launch intervals.
A subsequent launch adds the crew/control module. The solar arrays
are then partially deployed and operated automatically with;the now-present .... ....... i i
With the addition of a cargo module and the six-man crew, the con-
figuration has reached its initial operational capability (IOC).
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Figure 5. MSS Buildup Sequence (Initial Station)
Flight: Mode
The modular space station is capable of maintaining a local vertical
hold and an inertial hold flight mode. This provides the basic stable plat-
form mode for. earth viewing and solar/stellar viewing instruments,
respectively. The reference flight mode orientation is illustrated in
Figure 6. The X-axis is perF.endicular to the orbit plane; the Z axis is
along the local vertical (down); and the Y axis is _pposite the velocity vector.
The flight mode acronym, therefore, is XPOP, ZLV, YOVV. This mode
wi!1 be flown at all times except for the short periods of inertial flight for
solar and stellar vi,:wing and shuttle approach and berthing/unberthing
operations.
The XPOP flight mode is selected based on minimizing solar array ............
shadowing by the station modules, best in-plane ground viewing, best
orientation for combined orbit makeup, and control moment gyro
desaturation.
Mission Sec_uence Plan
The final mission sequence plan is summarized in Figure 7, which
presents the experiment time phasing, accommodation mode, crew requlre-
merits, and logistics requirements. The disciplines are presented in the
-13-
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Figure 6. MSS Flight Mode
order in which the FPE's are introd_ced into the program.
The mission sequence plan was developed assuming each FPE is
operated for one cycle at each level of activity (level II and level Ill). In this
manner, each FPE is accommodated by the program at the earliest possible
date. The resultant total program, including buildup to the initialspace
station and buildup to the growth space station, requires approximately
16 years to complete.
The mission sequence plan and the associated experiment scheduling
is intended to be representative of the operations of the modular space
station. It is not intended to represent the only experiment program that
can be scheduled because the space station has the inherent capability and
flexibility to accommodate alternative programs.
Crew Rec_uirements
The crew requirements for station operations and experiment-support
operations for the initial space station are on the order o£ Z5 man-hours per
day. These operations include the routine daily operations o[ the space
station, routine and periodic maintenance, housekeeping, moi_itoring and
control of detached RAM's, etc. The experiment operations are those
associated with the daily conduct of the space station experiments. Based
on Z5 man-hours per day for station operations and experiment support
operations and a 10-hour work day, approximately 35 man-hours per day
are available for experiment operations _or the initial space station.
- 14-
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Figure 7. Mission Sequence Plan
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Twenty-seven crew skills identified are necessary for the conduct of ' .!
the experiment operations The phasing of the skill requirements, based _
on the- mission sequence plan, results in a variation in the-number of skills
required at any one time throughout the program. _] ".]
' ii
Logistics Requirements _
The total logistics requirements to support space station operations '
and the experiment pro.2ram previously defined are listed in Table 2.
Approximately 1900 pounds per month are required for basic operations _ !
of the initial space station and 3600 pounds per month are required for the I
growth space station. Based on the experiment scheduling identified _ i
• previously, approximately 1000 pounds per month are required for oper- _ ,i
ations of the initial space station experiments and 1800 pounds per month : i
for the growth space station. The experiment logistics requirements shown
are an average value of the requirements for consumables and experiment i ,i
equipment which must be delivered during the operation of the space station.
An additional logistics requirement is imposed by the need for emergency _ i
oxygen and nitrogen for emergency operations. This has been included at ! -i
the bottom of Table 2. i -'
Shuttle Support Requirements !'
The shuttle laurich frequency (shown in Figure 8) for delivery of crew i l
and cargo is dictated primarily by considerations of crew rotation because
these missions occur at a frequency that permits the concurrent delivery of i
the cargo necessary for support of the station and experiment operations.
The logistics capability for crew and cargo delivery is based on a cargo
module capacity of approximately II, 800 pounds per flight for shuttle
missions which concurrently deliver up to six crewmen.
In addition to the shuttle missions required for delivery o# the station
modules and for the crew and cargo delivery, shuttle missions are required
for the delivery of RAM's and the support sections necessary for the
operation of detached RAM's. For the experiment program identifiecl
previously, 0nly two support sections are required to support detached RAM
operations, with a third unit provided for backup purposes. These support
sectz_'___ ure periodicail.v returned to earth for refurbishment and redelivered
to orbit for further _.
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Table 2. Logistics Resupply Requirements
Logistics Item
Clothing
Linens
Grooming
Medical
Utensils
Food
Resupply Requirement
(lb 30 days)
Initial Station
i,
78
6Z
I0
15
56
650
Growth Station
152
124
20
30
llZ
.1300
Gaseous storage - 0 2
- N 2
Water
Special life support LiOH
Water management
Atmospheric control
C02 management
Waste management
Hygiene
Spares
Subtotal
Average experiment
re supply
Total 30-day average
Up-down emergency
(90 hr) O 2 .
H 2
Total emergency
3
247
369
I0
40
217
57
.27
II
34
1884
1000
Z884
404
23
427
3
377
716
i0
81
434
113
53
21
69
3615
1800
5415
633
36
600
ManipulatorlDockin_
The selection of the concept for the delivery and controlled mating of
space station modules has an impact on the space station design require-
ments. The two basic mating alternatives considered (see Figure 9) were
berthing using an MSS or shuttle manipulator and direct docking. In the
berthing concept, the station or shuttle manipulator is used to perform all
mating operations between the space station, space station modules, and the
- 18-
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space shuttle. The manipulator assures that relative velocities are small
so that no attenuation is required. Early studies showed that the shuttle
manipulator could perform all berthing operations and therefore the mani- ................
pulator on the station was deleted from further analyses. In the direct
docking concept, space shuttle maneuvering is utilized to perform the mating
operations. The differences in the requirements for berthing and docking
were analyzed to assess the impact of deferring the berthing versus docking
selection.
Berthing or docking alignment errors are the key drivers which
establish module spacing. Module manufacturing and docked alignment
errors are minor compared to attitude stability and alignment (angular and
displacement) errors. Figure I0 illustrates the expected error values for
berthing and docking. The berthing data shown are based on a shuttle berthed
to the core module. Direct docking of a module requires more module
displacement than direct docking the shuttle only (see lower right hand graph
in Figure I0). Therefore, this case is illustrated.
'-'" "-" BERTHING
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• MODULE MANUFACTURING
• STABILITY DEADBAND
• DOCKED MODULE ALIGNMENT
i IN.--__ _-I iN.
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With a 50-percent displacement margin and d0-foot-long modules,
module spacing on the core should be about 30 inches for berthing and
60 inches for direct docking.
The principal considerations that impact the berthing/docking
selection are listed in Table 3. If the direct docking mode is adopted, the
resultant module spacing will accommodate either the berthing or the
7 /
- Z0 - _.
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docking mode. Direct docking has the advantage of being independent of
manipulator reach. However, adapters may be required for modules of
unequal length. The core module must be approximately 3 feet longer to
accommodate direct docking and the common modules must all have active .......
docking ports with energy-absorbing attenuation because of higher relative
velocities.
Table 3. Mode Selection Considerations Summary
Considerations
Change in mode
Impact of Mode Selection
Docking
Will accommodate either
Independent
Be r thing
Not possible
IVlanipulation design Reach dependent
Core module penalty None 3-foot length
Common rnodule None Active ports with
pena Ity attenuation
• Shuttle adapter Sized to shuttle Sized to module length
requirements deltas
Based on the mode selection considerations identified previously, the
manipulator berthing mode was retained as the baseline mode, but the space
station design was made compatible with direct docking by providing a 5-foot
nominal clearance between modules with a resultant core module weight
penalty of approximately 384 pounds. This decision allows final selection
of the berthing versus docking mode to be deferred until Phase C design
studies when increased knowledge of manipulator operations should be
available.
MAINTENANC E APPROACH
With the modular space station, the capability exists to return major
components, up to and including complete modules, to earth. To exploit
this unique capability; a study was performed to examine the maintenance
issues and to establish the requirements that would be imposed on the crew
and system-level operations for both on-orbit and ground maintenance.
To assess the impact of replacing modules as the primary maintenance
approach, the time relationship for station buildup as a function of shuttle
launches was established. Using the maximumshuttle flight frequency of
one flight per month, any requirement to return a module for maintenance
-21 -
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seriously impacts the buildup schedule.
To minimize module returns, the module mean time between failur'e
(MTBF) must be sufficiently high to ensure that the probabilitlr-of adequate
shuttle launches (Ps) could be achieved without any operational impact.
Table 4 illustrates that with a Ps = 90 percent, the module MTBF would
range from 2.4 to 5 years. For a module, MTBFWs of these magnitudes
become very difficult to achieve without extremely high levels of active/
standby redundancy at the subassembly and component levels. From this
analysis, it was concluded that the returnable module approach must be
limited for the following reasons:
I. High module MTBF required during initialstation buildup to
preclude exceeding available shuttle launches.
2. High module MTBF_s require high MTBF's at the subassembly
and component levels.
3. More installed spares are required and this in-place redundancy
adds complexity.
4. Ground and on-orbit checkout complexity increases because of
added redundancy.
An alternative approach is an extension of the approach used for
Station A, i. e., designing all units for in-flight replacement. While
previous data have shown that this is the desired direction, there are three
areas where difficult design solutions make this approach questionable.
These are the design of major structural assemblies (seals, primary
structures), complex or location-constrained assemblies (insulation panels,
external radiators), and equipment that is hazardous to remove or replace.
!
Table 4. Module MTBF for Ps of 50 and 90 Percent
Mission Phase
Initial buildup
Normal operations
Growth buildup
Normal operations {nominal
resupply)
Number of
Replaceable
Modules
5
5
8
8
Number of
Available
Launches
1
8
4
6
Module MTBF's
PS = 50%
1.8 (yr)
1.5 (yr)
2.6 (yr)
z.z (gr)
l:,s 90%
5 (yr)
2.4 (yr)
5 (yr)
3.6 (yr)
PS = probability of adequate shuttle launches for module replacements
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In addition to the difficulty of design, there is the high probability of EVA-- i{
concluded that the system be desigl_ed for on-orbit maintenance (Approach B)
with a capability also provided for module return as an unscheduled event; : .............
Specific design criteria were established to satisfy these requirements.
As assessment of initial station in-flight replaceable units (IFRU).
failure rates, and scheduled maintenance revealed that approximately
175 man-hours per month are required for maintenance activities. With the
availability of 720 man-hours per month of unscheduled crew personal time,
uncertainties in the maintenance estimate could vary by as much as a factor
of 5 without impacting scheduled crew activities.
G_.rt_und Operations
!-I
!-
I:
t
Ground operations in support of the launch and buildup of the modular
space station start e_trly in the development program. Ground rules
established for the prelaunch and refurbishment activities are:
I. Modules will be individually checked out using an integration
tool to provide the integration functions.
, Combined tests of those modules required to accomplish the basic
station functions of multiple berthing, secondary power generation,
and energy storage and subsystem control will be conducted before
launch of the initial module.
3. The information subsystem onboard checkout capability will
provide the primary prelaunch checkout functions.
To be cost-effective, the MSS development program is designed to
make multiple use of test articles (modules) for development purposes.
After test, these modules are converted into tools for the checkout of flight
modules at the manufacturing site and at the launch site, as well as supporting
the continuing mission. Figure 11 summarizes the major hardware
utilization and flow.
The compatibility assessment vehicle (CAV) is the primary fixture for
physical and functional integration of the space station subsystems and their
associated software at the manufacturing site. This is the first point in the
ground operations program that functional, fully configured subsystems and
flight-type structures are brought together. The CAV configuration will
utilize prototype subsystems permitting an early start on the complex
integration tasks. A subsequent update to flight-type subsystems will
convert the CAV to an acceptance fixture.
i'i
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Figure II. Major Test Hardware Utilization and Flow
The buildup of the mission support vehicle (MSV) from modules used
in the factory acceptance phase is also shown in Figure 11. The MSV is a
multipurpose fixture located at the launch site and designed to provide
support for the Orbital operations throughout the life of the space station.
It is maintained in '.hesame configuration as the on-orbit station. Some of
the basic functions this set of modules will perform are (I) acceptance of
the last three modules comprising the initial staLion configuration (SM-3,
SM-4, and a cargo module); (Z) final acceptance of IFRU_s, spares, and
software revisions; (4) acceptance of RAM's or other experiment hardware
having a direct functional interface with the station modules; (5) validation
of modifications; and (6) limited crew familiarization.
Cargo modules returned from orbit will be refurbished as required and
berthed to the MSV for acceptance. In like manner, any R -AM's to be
launched for assembly with the orbiting station will have all inter_acing
functions verified in the MSV prior to launch. Experiments installed in the
RAM's not having a functional or dynamic interface with the station will
have been accepted before integrated tests in the MSV, and will not be
operated during the RAM/MSV integrated tests.
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The modular space station configuration is arranged for an initial
operational capability, at a crew size of 6, with provisions for addition of-
modules to operate with a crew size of 17.. The initial station configuration
(Figure IZ) consists of four common station modules, power and core
modules, and a cargo module. The station modules are assembled on the
core module in a single plane (Z axis), which is normally vertical to the
earth's surface. The two laboratory modules have experiment airlocks
attached at the outer ports; one provides zenith or celestial pointing for
experiments, the other earth poLn_ing (nadir) along the local vertical. The
two crew/control modules have removable packages attached at the outer
ports that contain K, S, and VHF band antennas.
i
]
The power module is designed for solar array replacement by
removing the turret and arrays from the module. The 7000-square-foot .....
array is replaced by a 10,000-square-foot array in the growth station
configuration.
o ..
Figure 12. Modular Space Station Configuration (Initial Station)
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The cargo modules are docked in the Y plane, alternately on one side
of the core, then on the other side on successive cargo deliveries. Cargo
modules normally use the core module ports nearest the power module. The
other ports are available for operation or service of RAM's, The operational ...........
configuration _arles as RAMts are added or returned to earth.
\
• The initial station has provisions for accommodating at least two
RAM's operating in either an attached or detached mode. The figure shows
an operational configuration in which two RAM's are attached. The initial
station also has provisions for accommodating many multidiscipline experl-
ments in the general-purpose laboratories in the station. The basic design
approach was to provide general-purpose laboratory facilities with functional
capability to support a variety of experiments. The common laboratory
functions defined are implemented in the station modules. Utilities,
equipment, and operating volume are provided for all experiments not
assigned to a RAM.
Application of safety criteria during the trades and preliminary design
resulted in a station configuration with dual habitable volumes, with inhabited
station modules connected with flexports to adjacent modules to provide
alternate shirtsleeve passageways. The combination of an auxiliary access
and a single station module also provides backup airlock capability for IVA
between volumes as well as EVA where the normal EVA/IVA airlock might
be inoperable.
Subsystem redundancy and installation in the two pressure volumes .,
provide habitability, •lifesupport, and station control with any module or
volume lost due to depressurization, fire, or presence of hazardous
atmosphere. This design approach provides capability of mission continuation
in either volume.
In the configuration arrangement, modules SM-2 and SM-4 with one-half
of the core module make up one of the redundant volumes. Modules SM-I
and SM-3 make up the other volume. An EVA/IVA airlocK is provided in the
core module between the two volumes.
Commonality
The basic station module design approach considered commonality of
functions, equipment design arrangement, and structures to achieve low cost
and accommodate module replacement. Through module commonality,
manufacturing, checkout, and maintenance (both on-orbit and ground) tasks
are simplified. The commonality of functions and arrangement achieved is
shown in Figure 13. There are two basic types of modules: type A, which
primarily contains crew quarters and station control, and type B, which
primarily contains general-purpose laboratories and environmental control
equipment. The station configuration has one type A and one type B module
in each isolatable volume.
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Figure 13. Station Module Commonality
Each module performs a similar function in each of the two pressure-
isolatable volumes. Where a primary function is provided in a module, a
backup function, when required, is provided in a similar location in the
module for the opposite volume. For example, the primary galley is in
SM-3 (volume 1) and a backup galley in SM-2 (volume Z); both are type B
modules. The control center in SM-1 and a backup control center in SM-4,
both type A modules, are identical installations.
The design approach to commonality includes a standard berthing port
interface between all modules and a universal structural design for the
station modules. The structure for all of the station modules (Figure 14) is
38 feet, 8 inches long between berthing interfaces and provid es a 13-foot,
8-inch clear inside diameter. The external frames and attach points extend
to 15 feet. An active berthing port is provided at the core module interface
and a passive port at the other end. The interface provisions across the
berthing ports are identical. Each module contains four manipulator sockets
for shuttle deployment and four shuttle bay attach fittings. Radiators cover
the exterior of the cylindrical portion of the modules. The radiators and
thermal and meteoroid protection installation are identical for each of the
station modules.
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Figure 14. Structure Commonality
Structural Concept
The longitudinal floor provides a single structural component for
mounting of equipment both above and below decks, greatly simplifying the
manufacturing installation and design details. The longitudinal orientation
also simplifies other ground operations of module assembly, checkout, and'
shuttle ins tallafion.
Special Modules
/,
The initial station configuration contains two special modules: a power
module and a core module. The power module (Figure 1S) consists of two
major assemblies, a power boom and a solar array assembly. These two
assemblies are connected through a standard berthing port which allows the
solar array to be replaced on-orbit. The 88-inch-diameter boom allows the
solar array panels to stow within the 1 S-foot-diameter shuttle payload
envelope. The boom diameter also allows access for maintenance of the
orientation drive and power transfer mechanisms. High-pressure gas storage
botties for repressurization are installed in the nominally unpressurized boom.
The 40-foot-long core module (Figure 16) is constructed with lightweight
skin and stringers, and contains three pressure-isolatable compartments.
One compartment, the EVA/IVA airlock, is located in the center and provides
access to either of the two habitable volumes. The light side-berthing ports
are spaced 20 feet --part, which allows a S-foot clearance between the station
module s.
- 28-
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Figure 15. Power Module
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Figure 16. Core Module
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Installation and Habitability
All subsystems components are installed for on-orbit mai_/tenance and
the utilities routing from port-to-port and end-to-end are redundant and
separated for damage containment and safety. All of the guidance and
control and the reaction control subsystem assemblies are located in the
core module for normal mission operations. Since the core module is the
first module launched, certain buildup equipment is installed. Communication
wakeup receivers and antennas as well as the therm_l radiators are installed
for buildup and are not used in normal operations. The secondary power and
gas storage tanks are installed and are used for both buildup and normal
operations.
Habitability, a major consideration, is designed into each of the station
modules to provide comfort, a familiar environment, and special conveniences.
An updirection from all floors of each module is the same direction
throughout the station to eliminate reorientation from location to location.
Privacy is provided, yet areas are left as open as possible to create a sense
of spaciousness. Rectilinear facility shapes are used and all interior
equipment is installed in an upright (earth-like) orientation.
Station Modules
Modules SM-I and SM-4 (Figures 17 and 18) contain the crew living
quarters and personal hygiene areas. The stateroom accommodations, for
three crewmen, are the same in both modules, a large stateroom above and
two staterooms directly below. The commander and chief scientist have
additional areas for office and conference functions. A small:control console
is also installed in these staterooms. Each of the smaller staterooms has
remote terminal monitoring and communication units. Hygiene areas are
located at the end of each module opposite the crew quarters. Below deck,
all of the waste management equipment is installed. An operations control
console is installed outside of the commander/executive staterooms in each
module. Under nominal station operations, at least one of the two consgles
is available for full-time use for control of experiments in either the GPL
areas or in attached or detached RAM's.
General-purpose laboratory areas for photoprocessing and data analysis
are contained in SM-I. The data analysis area has the capability for review
and analysis of both film and taped data. A separate control console is
provided for display of data being analyzed and for control of and support to
the data analysis processes. The isotonic exercise area in SM-I also serves
az the backup medical area. Installation and storage is provided for both
functions.
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The upper deck of SM-4 contains the crew care and exercise area. An
isolatable medical area for specialized care for ill or injured crewmen is
located across from the control center. It is complete with diagnostic ............ i
equipment and has separate air vent and temperature control. A medical
work area opposite the hygiene area provides capability for crew stay time
qualification and general-purpose laboratory support for life sciences
experiments.
All of the air revitalization equipment needed for the crew of six is
located below deck in SM-2 (Figure 19). A redundant set of equipment is
located in SM-3 {Figure 20). The remainder of the lower deck area is for
storage. The installation of equipment is identical in both modules.
The outboard ends, above deck, are also alike with experiment airlocks
attached and GPL area inside. When the airlock of SM-Z (earth pointing) is
operated as an earth observations laboratory, the GPL near the airlock is
used to assemble equipment groups for transfer to the airlock. A portable
control console is available for the operator's control and monitoring of
equipment. The i-emaining upper deck area contains general-purpose
laboratory equipment for calibration and service of mechanical, electrical,
electronic, and optical experimental equipment. A small backup galley is
installed on the inboard end of the upper deck.
The GPL area in SM-3 is primarily a physics laboratory and has access
to the zenith-pointing airlock. The remaining upper deck area contains the
primary galley and the dining and recreation facilities.
SUBSYSTEMS
The equipment required by the space station system was g_-ouped into
seven subsystems: struc_rrat and mechanical; environmental control and
life support (ECLSS); electrical power (EPS); guidance and control (G&C):
reaction control (RCS); information (ISS); and crew and habitability. The
preliminary design of each is summarized in the following paragraphs. In
addition, two major trades and analyses are described: integrated subsysten-_
trades and thermal integration trades.
J_
Integrated Subsystem Trades
The Phase B MSS studies were initiated with a NASA-imposed level I
guideline to emphasize cost in the selection process. The guideline stated:
"Total cost of the program is a primary consideration. Primary emphasis is
on minimum cost to IOC. " In an effort to satisfy this guideline, it was decided
to conduct the RCS, EPS, and ECLSS selection trades and analyses as for an
integrated single subsystem.
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Figure 19. Station Module 2
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Figure 20. Station Module 3
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The integrated subsystem concept options were established by first
defining low-cost c_ptions for each of the subsystems. Trades of these
options at the individual subsystem level deletedthose options that could not
satisfy the MSS requirements or which imposed large drivers or constraints
on MSS configuration and mission operations. A matrix of compatible
integrated concept option sets (Figure Zl) were constructed from the
remaining subsystem options. Thurteen major sets involving many suboption
sets (41 sets total) were identified,
Technlcal and impact analyses trades were conducted at the integrated
subsystem level. These trades, shown in Figure 22, reduced the matrix
from 41 to 9 concept option sets.
The nine remaining sets include:
I. Three cryogenic H2-O 2 options with closed or open O 2 ECLSS,
and with NiCd batteries or regenerative fuel cells (I-I, Z-2, 3-8).
2, Four-hydrazine RCS concept option, again with open or closed
02 ECLSS, and with NiCd batteries or regenerative fuel cells
(5-3, 6-1, 6-3, 6-4).
3. Two H20 electrolysis RCS concept options with regenerative fuel
cells, and with open or closed 02 ECLSS (8, II-2).
Cost was the major evaluation factor. The trades were initiated on
the basis that two cost comparisons would be developed: (I) low development
costs at IOC of the initial station, and (2) initial station low development cost
plus 5-year operations costs. It was initially hoped that the same selection
would result from either cost criteria, but itwas soon evident that this was
not the case. An integrated subsystem based on only low development costs
resulted in selections such as open oxygen and water cycles for the ECLSS;
Skylab technology solar array panels; non-automated subsystem controls,
onboard checkout, fault detection, isolation; Z8-vdc electrical power system;
and short component life with high maintenance. The result to the MSS
pTogram would be high logistics costs, large _r_anpower requirements for
station operation, poor habitability, and low program operational flexibility.
Itwas therefore decided to select the concept options and to complete the
trades, with the major evaluation factor being initial station low development
plus 5-year operational costs. The nine concepts of Figure 22 were costed and
compared to make the low-cost subsystem selection. The cost comparison
results are shown in the bar graph of Figure 23. The shaded areas represent
the development cost comparison and the unshaded areas represent the
five-year operational costs.
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Figure 21. Integrated Subsystem Concept Options
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Figure 22. Integrated Subsystem Technical Trade Summary
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Figure 23. l_tegrated Subsystem Cost Comparison
Concepts 11-2 and 8 are the lowest cost concepts. Concept I I-2 is an
open 02 ECLSS in that CO 2 reduction (Sabatier) hardware has been deleted
and the CO 2 vented overboard at 12-hour intervals. This increases the
high-pressure oxygen storage and resupply requirements and, therefore,
this concept is sensitive to logistics cost changes. A n_ajor disadvantage is
the higher venting rates and potential contamination for experiments (13.5 11)/
day for II-2 vs 6.6 Ib/day for concept 8).
Concept 8 with the closed O 2 ECLSS reduces these disadvantages and
was therefore the selected EPS/RCS/ECLSS integrated subsystem concept.
The schematic and the assignment of major hardware to the various sub-
systems are portrayed in Figure 24. ....
The EPS will utilize four regenerative fuel-cell assemblies (two £or
each volume supplying Bus A and Bus B), each consis_.ing of one fuel "cell,
electrolysis unit, H 2 accumulator, O>. accumulator, and one-half o£ an H20
storage tank. The assembly can receive and supply(in an emergency)H 2,
02 , or H20 to the ECLSS and RCS.
The ECLSS is a closed 02 and H20 concept consisting .ofan H 2
depolarizer for CO 2 removal, Sabatier for CO 2 reduction, electrolysis for
02 recovery and for RCS H2/O 2 generation, and vapor compression for
H20 •reclamation. High-pressure storage in nonhabitable areas (cargo modules,
power module) was established as the method o£ resupply.
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Figure 24. Integrated EPSIRCS/ECLSS Subsystem Selection
The RCS stores H2/O z gases generated at 300 psia by the ECLSS.
oxidizer/_uel (O/F) ratio has been changed from 3:1 to 8:1, which is the
combinatlonratlo of 02 and H Z, in order to minimize venting,
The
The integrated subsysem uses an integrated gaseous storage concept at
300 and 3000 psia and an integrated water supply.
Thermal Control Trades
Nineteen alternative thermal control concepts were evaluated for
possible application to the modular space station design. These alternatives
included applications of heat pipes, louvers, refrigeration assemblies, and
deployable and body-mounted radiators.
Significant conclusions reached during the study in addition to the
selection of a thermal control concept for the MSS are as follows:
. Emphasis on cost as a selection criteria significantly favors
previously developed concepts over more innovative but
undeveloped concepts.
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Deployable radiators singularly offer solutions to most of the
weaknesses of other thermal control concepts. This concept is
totally insensitive to vehicle orientation and thermal coating
degradation. It can be replaced without impacting the basic
function of the space station, allowing maintenance to occur easily
on the ground. However, no reasonable location for such radiators
was found, considering requirements for antennas, solar arrays,
and deployed experiment sensors.
. Independent active thermal control in which each module has its
own assembly is more costly, less flexible, and less reliable than
a centralized thermal control concept. It is feasible only when
core modules have low heat rejection requirements and when
subsystem allocation among modules can be constrained by the
heat rejection capability of each module.
. Single active loop concepts offer the cheapest thermal control
concepts; however, a transport fluid that meets all performance
requirements without potential impact to the operation of other
subsystems could not be found.
. Passive concepts offer high reliability and simplicity of control.
Effective rejection areas can be selected by shutting down ineffective
radiator tubes automatically by using gas-filled heat pipes.
Elimination of prcssure hull penetrations is also feasible with the
aid of heat pipes. However, potentially high development costs,
particularly in system-level integration aspects, are not consistent
with the low-cost objective o_¢ the modular space station.
Considering all of these factors with cost as the primary driver, a dual
loop, water/Freon 21, active thermal control concept utilizing body-mounted
radiators was selected. A water loop is employed in each module to provide
equipment temperature control, a heat sink atmospheric temperature control,
and humidity control heat exchangers. The water loops of each module are
placed in a parallel flow arrangement to form a single central loop approach.
The water loop interfaces with the Freon 21 (F21) heat rejection through
intercoolers. The energy absorbed by the F21 loop is rejected to space by
radiators mounted on the exterior surface of the four station modules.
Insulation between the structure and environmental shield and on exterior
structural elements such as docking ports and windows was used to control
the loss and gain of energy to and from the space environment to reasonable
limits.
i.
[
i
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To meet buildup equipment thermal control requirements a water loop, _''_
F21 loop, and intercooler are installed in the core, with a small radiator
located on the exterior surface of t_e core. The Intercooler used in buildup .....
thermal control loops is also used to meet emergencypower situations. - ..... : .....
However, an additional water pumping unit is required.
The water loop is redundant in each module for that equipment
performing a critical function. The F21 loop has complete redundancy of
fluid lines and ability, if required, to operate the entire radiator area for
either intercoolsr. In addition, the redundant radiator tubes can be used
with either primary or secondary F21 distribution manifolds. Water was
selected to eliminate a toxic hazard problem in the event of coolant loss to
the cabin atmosphere during maintenance or equipment failure. Freon was
selected as an external loop COOlant to minimize potential freezing problems
during buildup or any extreme low heat-load condition. The potential toxic
problem of Freon has been recognized and appropriate design solutions have
been implemented.
Subsystem Design
The following subsections summarize the preliminary design of the
initial space station subsystems.
Structural and Mechanical Subsystem
The modular space station structural arrangement consists of an
assembly of modules structurally attached to form a rigid space st.-'ucture.
The space station is assembled from three basic modules: power .-nodule,
core module, and station modules. The power and core modules are unique
in design. The structural concept as well as the equipment and internal
arrangements are different for these modules. Station modules utilize a
co_nmon primary structural design with different internal arrangements,
secondary structure, furnishings, and subsystem equipment.
The station module primary universal structure (Figure 25) is designed
so the basic structural element reacts all primary loading conditions such as
berthing, pressure, and shuttle cargo bay. This allows maximum flexibility
in the internal architectural arrangement of equipment and functions. The
basic structural element can then be utilized with longitudinal floors, trans-
verse floors, or no floors. The sidewalls and end bulkheads are ofpure
monocoque construction made from 0. 145-inch 5052-H34 aluminum. The
internal diameter is 164 inches and is completely free of any protuberances.
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Doors and hatches provide crewman passage from one habitable
volume to the other, from the core module to space via the airlock, and
from the core module to the station modules, These hatches, when closed,
must provide a pressure seal interface for t],e structural subsystem.
The auxiliary access port provides the means for satisfying the safety
criteria for dual egress. In the event of an accident in any one station ....
module, the crewmen have access to the safe 'volume by two routes: throug]_
the core module and through the auxiliary access port.
The environmental protection assembly provides three basic functions.
The primary driving considerations for temperatUre and heat load control
are to estabUsh (to the extent practical) thermal independence of attitude, to
preclude condensate formation on interio_ surfaces, and to limit external
environment heat loads to the station and losses from the station. Long-term
_.
!
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protection from meteoroids is required for all external structures. The
meteoroid bumper is supported with nonmetallic fasteners for thermal
isolation. A double-bumper configuration offers maximum efficiency for
meteoroid protection. The protection of the crew from radiation includes
evaluation of the natural sources, earth-trapped, cosmic-galactic, and
solar-flare radiation. The radiation shield utilizes the primary bumper and
the mass of the structure and furnishings for protection of the crew from the
natural radiation environment. A station module skin thickness of 0. 145 inch
of aluminum plus the environmental shield primary meteoroid bumper of
0. 030 inch of aluminum provides radiation protection of I.Z5 grams per
square centimeter. Adquate protection is provided by the monocoque
structure for earth-trapped and galactic-cosmic particles. However,
goggles are required for the eyes during solar flare events.
1
:i
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To facilitate crew operations and efficient use of equipment, the general-
purpose laboratory has several functional areas placed in suitable locations
throughout the basic station. These areas (for the initial station configuration)
are airlocks, medical/biological, physics, dated analysis, optical supply
and maintenance, electrical/electronics maintenance, photographic processing,
and mechanical maintenance.
The initial station dedicates 824 square feet of floor space to GPL
furnishings. Station modules accommodate 704 square feet and the experi-
ment airlocks account for 120 square feet.
Environmental Control and Life Support Subsystem ....
The ECLSS provides for gaseous storage, CO 2 management, atmos-
pheric control, thermal control, water management, waste management,
hygiene, and special life support. In addition, the electrolysis units of the
CO 2 management assembly are used to supply the RCS propellants.
The dual pressure volume (V I and V 2) requirement, in conjunction with
the failure criteria for the MSS, established the ECLSS redundancy and
equipment sizing requirements for dual six-man equipment. The 3.0 mmHg
pp CO 2 requirement, in conjunction with the 12-hour experimental no-venting
requirement and minimization of electrical power, drove the CO 2 removal
selection to a hydrogen depolarizer concentrator concept. The on-orbit
repressurization requirement of one pressure volume of the MSS drives the
high-pressure gas storage assembl_r to large volumes. The ECLSS also has
several requirements to provide experiment support. These include thermal
control, water and waste management, and atmospheric makeup. The ECLSS
equipment location is shown in Figure 26.
_ . ,q
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Figure 26. •ECLSS Equipment Location
The gase,_us storage assembly utilizes high-pressure (3000 psia) gas
storage tanks for the '<2, O2, and H 2 requirements of the ECLSS, EPS, and
RCS. All high-pressure storage is in normally nonhabitable volumes of the
MSS. The N Z and 0 2 repressurization gases and the EPS fuel cell O Z and
H 2 reactants for the second 30-day buildup phase are stored [n the power
booxn. The N 2 leakage makeup, the EPS/RC S emergency 02 and HZ, and
:he ECLS5 emergency, EVA, and prebreathing O 2 consumables are stored
in the cargo module.
The CO z management assembly uses an H z depolarizer CC_ con-
centrator for CO 2 removal, a Sabatier unit for COy. reduction, and solid
polymer HzO electrolysis for O z recovery. The electrolysis units are used
to provide the RCS H z and 0 2 propellant gases and can also be used as
backup for the EPS regenerative fuel cell energy storage assembly. Each
pressure volume contains a 96-hour emergency supply of LiOH for CO 2
removal while emergency oxygen is retained in the gas storage assembly.
\
..
\
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- iThe atmospheric control assembly uses a central humidity condenser to .... :
satisfy the 8 to 12 mmHg water vapor requirement. Contamination control ti}
utilizes nonregenerable charcoal an<i catalytic oxidizers. Monitoring uses
both gas chromatograph and mass spectrometer concepts.
The thermal control assembly consists of an active central dual coolant
loops (H20 internal, Freon 21 external) concept with heat rejection from
180-degree segmented radiators mounted on the station modules. A small
radiator is included on the core module for the buildup heat rejection
requirements.
The water management as sembly use s vapor compression units for
water reclamation. Water purity is maintained thermally (160 F) andby
silver ion'generation. Resupply water storage is maintained on the cargo
module and processed water is stored in the potable water tanks in the
station modules. Water storage is also available in the EPS regenerative
fuel cell energy storage tanks.
The waste management assembly uses a "dry John" toilet with wall-
mounted, water-flush urinals. Trash compactors are located in the station
modules. Waste processing utilizes vacuum drying scheduled during the
crew night to minimize venting during experimental operational periods.
Hygiene facilities including full body showers and sinks are conveniently
locat_d in the crew/control station modules.
The special life support assembly provides for fire detection and
control via condensate nuclei detectors and CO 2 fire extinguishers. Module
depressurization can also be used for fire control. EVA PLSS Servicing is
from the gas storage assembly supplies in the cargo module. IVA air and
water provisions are incorpGrated into the MSS.
Electrical Power Subsystem
The EPS provides for primary power generation for normal operations;
secondary power generation for station buildup, emergency, and solar array
replacement operations; energy storage for orbital dark periods; power
transfer, conditioning, and distribution; and spacecraft lighting.
The solar array primary power generation selection was established by
a NASA guideline while the sizing was based on the normal operations power
level of 18.7 kw (excluding distribution and conditioning losses). This power
level includes 4.5 kw for experiments. Figure 27 illustrates the EPS con-
ceptual equipment location for the MSS.
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Figure 27. Electrical Power System Equipment Location
The primary.p0wer generation assembly is the 7000-square-foot solar
array using the Lockheed technology concept. Power switching on the solar
array has been incorpcrated to improve power regulation and power manage-
ment, and to provide power deadfacing at the interface for maintenance
purposes. Energy is stored by four regenerative fuel ceil and electrolysis
assemblies (one per primary bus). The fuel cells also serve the function of
secondary (emergency) power generation when supplied by high-pressure
stored gases.
The four primary buses have been selected as 240/416 vac, 400 Hz.
3-phase power. The secondary buses provide both the high-voltage
(240/416 vac) and the low-voltage (120/208 vac) 400 Hz, 3-phase power,
The selection again was made on cost and availability considerations. The
hardware for switching large blocks of power is presently available only for
ac power. The fact that commercial and military aircraft are tending toward
all-ac systems utilizing computer-controlled solid-state circuit breakers
was a main consideration in the selection. This minimized the cost and
development risks to the program for inverters, regulators, transformers/
filters, solid-state circuit breakers, or switching devices and software.
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The initial station core module is compartmentized into a V I and V2 .... :
volume. Two primary and secondary buses, two regenerative fuel cell i
, located in each " ;_
assemblies, and two inverters are pressurized volume' Each -
. : .; station module contains two secondary buses, one from each primary bus of .
i ..... the associated volume.- Critical loads are supplied from either secondary ........
•i
:!
bus while noncritical loads are supplied from only one bus.
Special EPS circuits, including an RF wakeup circuit, are provided -..
for the buildup phases. These special circuits are used to meet the .... -
unmanned operational requirements before installation of the information :- --.: :
subsystem (ISS) and to minimize the power losses that would occur if the
larger-power normal hardware were used,
Guidance and Control Subsystem .
The G&C subsystem provides for guidance and navigation and-
stabilization and control of the MSS in conjunction with the RCS. Figure 28
shows the G&C concept and location of equipment.
MANUALATTITUDE r,-'_GCONTROL ",,.
Figure 28.
(_ / INERTIALREFERENCE
._/ • STRAPDOWNIMU
l_._ -.--._ EXCHANGE
(_ _g}_ " CONTROL-
- ; ....
• STARTRACKER
.SEXTANT/TELESCOPE
Guidance and Control Equipment Location
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measurement unit (SDIMU) and a preprocessor. The SDIMU includes six
gyros and six accelerometers in a skew-symmetric configuration. This
concept provides satisfactory performance with any three gyros working and
in fact is more reliable than an orthogonal arrangement of nine gyros.
The inertial reference assembly includes a strapdown inertial
Space Division - _
North.Amencan Rockwell !. !
t
• ;I
_._
!.1
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The optical reference assembly consists of two double-gimbaled
star trackers, a four-head horizon edge tracker, a sextant/telescope, three
optical alignment units, and a preprocessor. This equipment is used to
provide an att_.tude reference (both local level and inertial), alignment
between the G&C equipment and experiment equipment, autonomous naviga-
tion .neasurements, and unknown target tracking for experiment support.
The RCS electronics assembly includes four RCS jet driver electronics
units and two preprocessors. The driver units amplify the logic level out-
puts of the preprocessors to provide operating power for the solenoids and
ignitors of the RCS jets. Each preprocessor is hardwired to all four quad
driver units and either is capable of controlling the vehicle without relying
on the other. The preprocessors provide limited failure monitoring for
the RCS.
The momentum exchange assembly includes a planar array of three
double-gimbaled control momemt gyros and a preprocessor. The angular
momentum of each gyro is 1100 ft-lb-sec. The array will provide momentum
exchange with one gyro down for repair. The CMG's are designed for on-orbit
repair at the subassembly level. The CMG's are desaturated using the RCS
or when operations :permit using gravity gradient torques. _
The computation assembly represents the software for the G&C
computations performed within the ISS. These computations are in general
highly interrelated with other computations performed by the ISS to support
such functions as flight control and experiment operations.
Local level mode attitude control is accomplishedusing the star
trackers and horizon trackers as the attitude reference. Yaw attitude is
computed from star tracker data and angular rates are derived from the
attitude signals. Control torques are obtained from the CMG's, which are "
desaturated Using either the RCS or gravity gradient techniques. This mode
is completely automatic. Crew attention is only required in case of an
indicated failure.
11
i]i
!-i
]-.i
i '
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Inertial mode attitude control is performed as described above with
the exception of the attitude reference function. The inertial mode attitude
reference can be obtained using either the SDIMU or both star trackers
simultaneously.
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Emergency power attitude control is the mode used during an electrical
power emergency when power is obtained from the fuel cells and the solar
array is inoperable. The attitude reference is provided by the SDIMU.
Control torques are provided by the RCS and the CMG's are deactivated to
conserve power. The optical reference is a potential lower power alternative
to the SDIMU. This mode is automatic.
Orbit maintenance translation control is normally conducted
simultaneously with local level mode attitude control. The SDIMU is used
for velocity measurements and the translation thrusts are applied using the
attitude control jets.
Manual control-visual cues is an emergency mode that can be used to
perform the only critical G&C function, stabilization for docking. The mode
is completely manual using a hand controller and visual out-the-window cues.
This control function can be performed from either volume in the core
module. The hand c(3ntroller switches are hard-wired to the RCS electronics
driver units, which activate the RCS jets. The only objective in this mode is
to provide sufficient rate stabilization for a rescue shuttle to accompllsh
a docking.
Local level navigation is the primary navigation mode performed
autonomously and automatically using star-horizon measurements taken by
a star tracker and the horizon edge tracker. The bulk of the navigation
computations are performed within the ISS central processor.
Inertial or manual navigation is performed by the manual landmark
tracking technique using the sextant/telescope, The SDIMU is used to
maintain the necessary inertial reference. This navigation mode can be used
in conjunction with the inertial attitude control mode. It can also be used
during local level operations as a check on the performance of the nominal
navigation mode.
Reaction Control Subsystem
The RCS provides thrust for stabilization and docking, orbit maintenance,
CMG desaturation, and maneuvers. In addition, under the integrated sub-
system concept, the RCS provides the HZ and 0 2 accumulators, which will
store all the gases provided by the ECLSS electrolysis. This includes the
orbital dark period H 2 for the Sabatier and the H 2 and 0 2 for the depolarizer.
The propellant (H20) storage has been integrated ;nto the EC_S (cargo
module storage) and/or the EPS (onboard storage).
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A major design consideration during buildup is the requiren_ent for---
capability to stabilize and dock after two failures, In addition, the design
requires activation and operation of the RCS via RF comm.unication links
(VHF and S-band) from the ground or the shuttle, During manned operations,
the capability to stabilize and dock after three failures is required.
Space Division " - Ii " "
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The atmospheric model is a driver on the RCS. The impulse numbers
identified are based on a 240-nautical-mile, 55-degree orbit and a Jacchia
(2 sigma mean) atmosphere. This model, in conjunction with an initial
station IOC of January 1982, forms the basis for RCS equipment sizing of
electrolysis units, accumulators, and water storage tanks. A nominal
240-nautical-mile atmospheric model is used to define the solar array area
penalty- associated with the RCS electrolysis. The nominal mission of
270-nautical-mile, 55-degree orbit was used to define the RCS logistics
resupply and the RCS average power requirements. The 12-hour no-venting
requirement imposed by the experiments was also a driver on RCS
accumulator sizing.
The MSS RCS uses a medium-thrust, hydrogen and oxygen gaseous
propellant, in-flight maintainable engine quad concept. The H2 and 02
propellants are supplied by water electrolysis from the ECLSS. The EPS
electrolysis is also integrated into the RCS and can be utilized as a backup
supply. The engine quads use 10-pound engines and an oxidizer to fuel ratio
(O/F) of 8:1. This is the recombination ratio of H 2 and 02 a_Id was selecte-:l
to minimize venting from the station. Some penalty in Isp was accepted
(520 at 8:1 Versus 419 at 5:I). The engine quads are!ocated on the Z axis
of the_core modules. The RCS concept including the engine maii_tenance
approach are shown in Figure 29. "
Four each H 2 and 02 accumulators are provided by the RCS. These are
located, two each, in modules SM-2 and SM-3. The accumulators are sized
for the 12-hour firing intervals during the crew night periods.
The MSS buildup requirements are satisfied by the RCS four-engine
quad installation for normal manned operations. For the first 60 day s of
buildup (core and power module launches), the RCS propellant requirements
are supplied from H 2 and 02 gaseous supplies stored at 3000 psi irithe
EPS accumulators. With the third launch of module SM-I and activation of
the solar arrays, the RCS propellants are supplied by the EPS electrolysis
units.
SD 71-214
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN -
I I _ /ELECTROLYSIS&_-----_1_ i .ACCUMULATORS
•. _:_:_:!:!:!
"
_ RCS ENGINE
::-',t 0UA0.,,.
| - .J" _ ELECTROLYSIS &
_N_I.I_AuLp _ _ ACCUMULATORS
02 H2 ":" _ ROTATED & SEALED
___ItE MODULE
DOCKING PORT'_,_,_,_%_,_ PRESSURE SHELL
"REMOVABLE SHELL
Figure 29. Reaction Control Subsystem Equipment Location
Information Subsystem
The ISS performs functions for the MSS which are necessary to tie the
subsystems together as a working unit and provide for the command and
control of the station and its experiments. These functions are defined as
station operations and experiment management and have been further
categorized as operations data management, command and control/flight ......
control, mission planning and operations scheduling, onboard checkout/
monitor and alarm, communications management, crew data management,
and expuriment data management.
The ISS consists of five assemblies of equipment: the external
communications, internal communications, data processing, command/
control/monitoring, and _oftware.
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The external communications assembly (Fibre 30) is located in both
SM-1 and -4. Each module contains:
le A parabolic directional antenna-electronic package at K-band for
communications with the NASA TDRS. The redundant electronics
- are mounted on the antenna. --
o Two semidirectional antenna-electronic pack._ges at S-band for
wide-angle coverage with the ground, shuttle orbiter, and
detached RAM_s.
o Two VHF band antenna-electronic packages for communications
with any EVA activity, the TDRS, orbiter, or any object with
VHF capability. Communications capability is located in the
core module for buildup purposes.
The data processing assembly is located in the control centers in both
SM-I and SM-4. Each central processor (CP) in the DPA is capable of
performing the total station operations function. During normal operations,
r_e CP is performing station operations and the second, experiment oper-
a'_ons, with enough station data to allow itto take over in case of a complete
failure of the first CP. Data processing capability is provided in the core
and power module for use during buildup.
%
\% \x _ K-SAND ANTENNA
\ _ _ K-BAND ANTENNA MOUNTED
• _'_]..r._ ELECTRONICS
CONTROL
J _. -"1_ ,,,/_ _ S-RAND POWER AMPLIFIERSCENTER _ . "_"_'-_L|--.--,-...,.__ 'B ANTENN S (2 REQo)
-- _ (2 REQUIRED)
(_i._..,_ _ S-BAND EXCITER ......
- MODU TSONP" C
"_'re_""_ CENTRAL PROCESSOR
AUDIO , EOuN, 
"
Figure 30. External Communications/Internal Buses
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The command/control/monitoring assembly is located in thec-on,to1 ...... i
centers in both SM-1 and SM-4. Like the DPA, each center can perform
station operations with the first normally performing station operations and
the second, experiment operations. The commander's console and portable
units are used for remote access to the central processor.
The internal communications assembly is located near the control
centers in SM-1 and SM-4. Audio-video units are located throughout the
station with TV monitors in each stateroom and laboratory area.
Software storage stores the computer tapes, microfilm, and printer
paper for station and experiment operation. Storage areas are located near
the control centers in SM-1 and -4. The preparation of the computer program
is included as if this were an assembly to allow visibility and therefore
better control of this significant effort.
Crew and Habitabltit_ Subsystem
The crew and habitability subsystem provides the equipment and
furnishings required for the well-belng of the crew. ]?he subsystem includes
the crew and all the equipment and facilities required to support the crew
efficiently and help it pcrform its duties effectively. The space station
interior is designed with good architectural and decorator practices to provide
comfortable, efficient, and attractive living and work spaces. The long-
duration missions envisioned for the space station crew with minimum
special training requires an environment similar to that in a normal earth
situation.
i
.i
The food management assembly provides for food storage, preparation,
serving, cleanup, and inventory control. The galley equipment must
accommodate a large range of food types, cooking operations, and crew use
modes. Station meals will consist of a mix of meats, vegetables, fruits,
cereals, and beverages provided in bulk and individually packaged form from
frozen, dried, thermostabillzed {canned), and fresh stores.
MedicaZ and dental equipment and supplies are provided for routine
crew monitoring as well as for diagnosis and treatment of injury and illness.
The medical and dental equipment includes X-ray, drugs, dressing,
bandages, wraps, splints, cold packs and heat pads, body and specimen mass
measurement devices, rotating litter chair, laminar flow glove unit,
lower body negative pressure unit, biomonitoring and display equipment,
behavioral evaluation equipment, laboratory analysis equipment, refrigerator
and freezer, oven, and sterilizer.
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Active and passive-type recreation equipment and supplies are ............
provided for the crewmen. The complement includes color television sets,
motion picture projector and screen, film library, reading materi'l, tape
deck and library, craft material, table games, and puzzles.
SAFETY ANALYSES
During the Phase B study for the MSS, safety analyses were conducted
to determine subsystem failures, accidents, and operational conditions
which may endanger personnel or lead to damage or loss of the _ation
equipment. A detailed listing of these hazards is contained in SD 71-27.4,
Modular Space Station Safety Analysis. Essentially, the hazards analyzed
consist of loss of p im_iry and secondary structure, tank ruptures, loss of
portions of the env_:_nmental or thermal subsystems, power g_ner_ttlon loss
or degradation, and leakages of hazardous fluids. In ali cases where hazards
exist, design solutio:as were implemented during the preliminary design to
minimize their effects. Typical of design solutions incorporated was the
double containment of valves, tanks, and plumbing associated with hazardous
fluids. Secondary access paths were provided to facilitate dual ingress/egress
requirements. Increased safety factors were applied to tanks located in
inhabited modules to minimize rupture potential. A detailed study was con-
ducted on high-pressure gas storage because of the hazard associated with
tank rupture. Because it is not possible to eliminate this hazard, adequate
means must be taken to minimize the potential effects and to make provisions
in case of an accident. Every attempt was made to locate hazardous and
toxic fluid stor3ge tanks outside the habitable areas; however, because of
iimited volume, itwas not possible to do this in all cases.
After a detailed analysis, the requirement was established that all
pbessure vessels located in habitable areas would be designed to a safety
factor of 4.0. An additional safety requirement was imposed which limits
the volume of all pressure vessels within the space station so that in an event
of rupture, overpressurization of the space station structure will not occur.
Those tanks located outside of habitable areas will be designed to a safety
factor of Z. 0.
There are a number of potential emergencies which will require
intravehicular or extravehicular activity. The location, size, and number of
IVA/_.VA airlocks became an important safety consideration and was found
to exert influence in the configuration of the modular space station. The most
obvious use of an airlock is to allow entry into a depressurized cr otherwise
uninhabitable pressure volume. An IVA airlock must thereloxe be located at
the interface of the two pressure volumes. Since an accident that causes the
requirement for IVA also may result in damage to the airlock, a second
means of obtaining access to the affected volume is required. This can be
accomplished by one of the modules and the connecting flexport. It is also
acceptable for this backup to utilize EVA from modules without flexports.
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Similarly, EVA access should be available by at least two independent
routes, located or accessible from each of the two pressure volumes. The
airlock location for IVA/EVA is shown in Figure 31 ......... _ _
IVAIEVA
_igure 31. IVA/EVA Airiock Location
An overview of the system safety aspects of the modular space station
: shows that a high degree of safety exists for bothcrew and equipment. This has
been achieved by a methodical application of system safety techniques during
the concept trades and preliminary design. Key design features, such as
dividing the station into two separately habitable volumes, provision of
escape routes and airlocks for use in emergencies, and increased safety _
factors and subsystem redundancy, provide a basically safe spacecraft with
an increased capability for surviving accidents and emergencies.
MOCKUP REVIEW AND EVALUATION
A mockup of the modular space station was constructed including a
partial core module and two station modules to demonstrate the following .........
features:
I. Command and control center
2. Crew sleeping quarters and hygiene areas
3. Food management area
4. Experiment
5. Typical subsystem installations
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The location and position of station modules SM-I and SM-2 with
respect to the core module were selected based on minimum cost of
c_.nstruction and to permit efficient viewing during evaluation. Consequently,
these module relationships are not representative 0fthe actual initial station ....
module locations. Figure 32 is a photograph of the mockup showing these
module arrangements. The formal NASA review and evaluation of the MSS _
mockup was conducted December 8, 1971 at NR's Seal Beach facility. Review
item dispositions (RID's) were not used for this review. Specialty area
teams were established including systems and habitability, experiments,
and flight operations, which were composed of NASA and NR technical
specialists. These teams reviewed the mock-up and presented their
comments to the Review Board for consideration. These lists of comments
were then documented for incorporation into the Mockup Review and
Evaluation Document, SD 71-220.
The mockup comments indicated that no major discrepancies exist with
the MSS design as presented or with the mockup itself. General comments
did indicate that, if there had been adequate funds, a cm'nplete core module
rather than a partial one should have been mocked up to better present the
details of this critical module.
Figures 33 through 35 show significant interior views of the mockup.
i
I
!
t
GROWTH SPACE STATION
The time-phased capability plateaus established by study guidelines
utilized an initial 6-man station for five years followed by growth to a 12-man
station. To achieve the 12-man capability, additional staterooms, personal
hygiene, and life support system equipment are required. Two additional
station modules are utilized for growth and take maximum advantage of
accommodation features developed for the initial station.
In converting to the growth configuration, the man-hours available for :.....
experiment operations increase from 35 man-hours per day to 90. Thus.
the growth station req.lres capability to handle more RAM's and additional
GPL provisions to effectively use the increased crew activity. To be
equivalent to the 33-foot-diameter station, capability to operate at least
three attached and three detached RAM's is required. Additional control
consoles are required for extending subsystems and experiment monitoring
and control.
To support the six additional cre,vmen, two personal hygiene facilities
with water reclamation equipment are required. The capability to process
the atmosphere requires two sets of air revitalization assemblies similar to
those in SM-2 and SM-3 of the initial station. The equipment redundancy
must be distributed in moduies so that capability exists to sustain the full
crew in either of the two pressure-isolatable volumes of the station, V 1 and
V 2 •
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The growth station requires additional electrical power. A solar : ....
a-ray of I 0, 000 square feet is required and the orientation and power
transfer turret must contain the additional feeders and control circuit .........
wiring. Power distribution feeders for handling the growth requirements ::: ---- ....
are built into the initial station power boom and core modules. The energy
storage capability must also be increased. Two additional fuel cells and
two electrolysis units are required. ....
These requirements were integrated into two additional station modules,
a small core module and a solar array assembly to achieve the growth
capability. The buildup sequence from initial to growth is shown in _
Figure 36, which begins with an initial station configuration that has two " •
RAM's attached. The solar array is replaced and the growth core and
station modules added. Initial station RAM's are relocated and an
additional RAM attached to the growth core. The internal arrangement of
facilities and equipment is the same for both of the additional station modules,
SM-5 and SM-6 (Figure 37). ECLSS equipment, sized for a six-rnan crew
(same as initial station modules), is located below deck in each module.
Split-level crew quarters and personal hygiene installations are like the
Type A modules of the initial station, SM-I and SM-4. -
L"
iI
:L ¸
r
Figure 36. MSS Buildup Sequence (Growth Station)
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Figure 37. Station I_:odules 5 and 6 Arrangement
1 •
These additional stationmodules are berthed to the initial station
Y plane (Figure 38) on the same side, one in V l, the other in V z. A _lexport
connects the two modules to form a passageway for a second way in or out
of the two isolatable volumes. A small core module is added to the end port
of the initial station core module to provide additional berthing _¢rts for
attached or detached RAM's. RCS engines are installed on the outboard end
in the same plane as those on the initial core. Fuel cells, electrolysis _
assemblies, and power disLribution equipment are installed it. an on-orbit
maintainable configuration. The berthing ports on the small growth core
module are identical to those on the initial station and provide the same
utility service at the interface.
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
Development of subsystems for the modular space station will take
maxi,_um advantage of various developments presently under way at NASA
or planned for the future. These include prototype hardware and tec.hno!cgy
developments for solar array, information management, ECL._S prototype,
fuel cell, and thermal control (including heat pipes). In addition, the
program goal of commonality (or at least similarity) of MSS subsystems
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Figure 38, Growth Station Extern,tl Configuration
with the shuttle subsystems, whenever possible, will greatly simplify the
development problems for the /VISS.
Development Approach
The various types of development tests, as well as the development . "
requirements for each of the subsystems, are shown in Section 2 of --- "
SD 71-222, Modular Space Station Integrated Ground Operations. The
development of each of the subsystems will include the development and
verification of all software required to check out and operate that subsystem
during aU phases of its use. To facilitate the flow of information throughout _
each program phase •and from lower level tests through spacecraft operations, ...........
a common data base (CDB) is needed. This CDB is a program-level approach
to sources, format, and sinks of pertinent data and is used as a primary inte-
gration tool for all ground operations. The CDB imposes requirements for ,-
standard data format from a11 developers and users so that the variouI coraL. ..........
ponents may be integrated without reformatting these data. The CDB will use
and store data from the initial speci/ication values through development testi,
acceptance, and orbital operations. Data compaction processes will be utilized
to reduce the iarge quantities of data generated to a manageable and meaningful
storage requirement.
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Development Schedule Ii-_
................ i
The goal of the development program is to verify or qualify the _ : _- ;_?_
subsystems capability to meet the opera_tionai requirements. This wilt be ::: ":!_I
accomplished by individual subsystem a_d software performance evaluations ;_!_!_I
at the various environments individually specified. The final step in the _ _ : _I
qualification process is the integrated tests conducted in the compatibility _ • _i_ 1
assessment vehicle (CAV). Figure 39 shows that the qualification of the _: "_'_ _----_'_'_ _r_ " J"_'_
structure by means of the structural and dynamic test articles will be about _ i:_-i/_ ?- ::_ I'ii_:_:_
75 percent complete before the start of fabrication of the flight article,;iii_: !_:_; : / [:_:_i_1
S'_bsystem qualification, which includes the integration _f t.he software in _: --' _ _'_- | _l_:
the CAV, will be essentially complote before the start of subsystems
installation in the flight articles. These tests will be conducted initially
with prototype subsystems and finally with flight-_ype subsystems installed.
Major Test Hardware
The development program will require several major test hardware _ :-
configurations. Multiple use is made of many of these te_t articles tO achieve _- :-
MSS cost-avoidance goals. Figure 40 shows the structural and subsystem .........
configurations for each module used in the development program. When
more than one subsystem configuration is shown for a given module (such .....
as Common Module 3 used in dynamic tests, compatibili:y assessment, and
acceptance), the subsystems are updated to _._e new configuration between : .......... :
test sequences. The arabic numerals i_:dicate the equivalent or portion of
a complete subsystem installed (i. e., 0.75 = 75 percent of a complete
flight subsystem).
Cos_
Costs and funding spreads for the MSS earth orbital program are
presented by project element (work breakdown strt_cture) and program phase .....
in Figure 41. These costs apply to the mission sequonce plan previously
shown and the program summary phasing schedu!e of Figure 4 _-. A study
guideline defined that the cost spreads cover design and development of the
initial station and a period of five years a_ter the growth space station is •
achieved. Utilizing this ground rule, the period of experiment cost spreads ,_
was defined to cut off all experiment operations after GFY 199 _-, and to omit
all in-process costs for experiments and RAM's that are not operational by
then. To l.rovide a favorable funding pro|lle, development and Froduction of
growth station modules, RAM's, and experiment equipment are delayed in
the schedule until required by the micsion sequence plan.
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Figure 40. Major Test Hardware Configuration
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SORTIE MISSION ANALYSIS
An analysis of sortie missions has been conducted which defines a
modular space station-oriented experiment program to be flown by the
shuttle from the time of the shuttle's first mated orbital flight (April 1978)
to the initialmodular space station's IOC (third quarter, 1981). During this
period, about 45 shuttle flights are scheduled. * For the purpose of this
analysis, itwas assumed that all of these flights would be available for the
sortie experiment program.
Factors considered in this analysis included the amount of shuttle
dependency involved, potential sortie mission module/space station module
commonality, shuttle/station/sortie module subsystem commonality, funding
requirements, and experiment returns.
The major issues centered around the types of experiments that are
best suited for bo_}: _- and 30-day sortie operations, their assembly into
packages and payloads, crew skills and number of crewmen required, the
orbit parameters, and the shuttle's capability to fly the desired missions.
The objectivcs of this analysis were to define an experiment program
that would represent a practical program flow from the first sortie flight to
the initial station IOC, and to establish if commonality existed between
sortie mission modules and subsystems and station modules and subsystems
and its value toward development of the station.
SORTIE MISSION DEFINITION
=
The sortie analysis included three modes of operation: Mode I is a
7-day mission wherein the experiments are remotely controlled from the -
flight compartment. Mode IIalso is a 7-day mission but manned access to
the experiment payload has been added. Mode III is a 30-day mission in
which the payload also is accessible to the crew. In all three modes the
payload is dependent upon the shuttle for its primary support. This support
is provided in two ways: by the basic shuttle subsystems or by augmenting
the capabilities of these subsystems as required. This augmentation is
discussed later in this document. For the 30-day mission, the shuttle's own
subsystems (EPS and ECLSS) also must be augmented, as their baseline
capability is only seven days.
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Two ways were selected to accommodate the sortie payloads for the
three mission modes described previously. For the remotely controlled
*Shuttle Traffic Model. SD 70-600-23
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experiments, the payload was pallet-mountedin the payload-bay of the shutt-ie ......
and all the necessary controls and displays were located in the flight com-
partment, For those experiments requiring crew access, the payload was
located in the payload bay and access accomplished through the interface
tunnel from the flight compartment. An alternate means to accomplish crew ......
access was to move the payload from the payload bay to the shuttle's berthing
port by the manipulator. In this position, access is available through the
shuttle's airlock. Figure 44 illustrates these accommodations.
SORTIE EXPERIMENT PAYLOADS
The experiments selection was based on an analysis of the 1971 Blue
Book for experiments that met level 1 criteria (i. e., a precursor to the
station, providing early return during the shuttle-station gap period and
having operating time commensurate with the 7- and 30-day mission times).
The selection of equipment that supports the selected experiments was
based on equipment costs, complexity, and commonality with other pieces
of equipment.
1
1
• PALLET-MOUNTED
REMOTECONTROLLED /,?/
o
• CREWACCESSIBLE
PAYLOADBAYOR AIRLOCK
Figure 44. Shuttle Payload Accommodations
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- The experiment payloads were developed by grouping experiment' .......
that were compatible relative toa set of discrete mission constraints, crew
skill requirements, and shuttle volume and weight considerations. Tables 6
and ? illustrate the grouping of the experiment packages into 7- and 30-day
manned payloads, respectively ............
PAY LOAD ACCOMMODATION
An analysis of the experiment accommodation requirements for the
17 sortie payloads revealed those which required airlocks and/or an
unpressurized pallet or a pressurized module with manned entry capability.
For the seven-day missions, four payloads require airlocks of pallets
while the remaining two need a pressurized module. For those requiring
anairlock, considerations were given to using the MSS airlock or the shuttle
orbiter's airlock. The MSS airlockwas selected based on complexity and
interfaces with the orbiter.
For the 30-day missions, all 11 payloads require a pressurized module
for extra living accommodations over that provided by the orbiter. In eight
cases, a pressurized module also is needed for the experiments while the
remaining three utilize a pallet, an airlock, and a combination pallet-airlock .
Figures 45 and 46 illustrate these accomodations.
COMMONALITY AND COST ANALYSIS
Analyses were conducted to determine the level of commonality among
sortie and station modules and subsystems equipment, and the resulting
dollar benefit to the /vlSS development.
To achieve commonality for module configuration, the MSS universal
structure concept was selected as illustrated in Figure 47. As a result of
the sortie payload analysis, three module configuration lengths would be
required. Two module lengths could satisfy these requirements by mating
the 10- and 20-foot modules for the third module length. The 20-foot module
is a derivative of the MSS cargo module. The MSS airlock concept will be
used where an airlock is required.
The results of the subsystem commonality analysis are illustrated by
the bar graphs in Figure 48. As an example, the video recorder from the
information subsystem has five sortie payloads that have 80 percent
commonality, and four have 30 percent commonality to the MSS. Of these
sortie payloads, nine have 30 percent and five have 80 percent commonality
among themselves. The delta percentage diffcrences exist because of
additional equipment or physical characteristics differences.
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PAYLOAD-
7M-1
7M-2
7M-3
7M'4
7M-5
7M'6
EXPERIMENT'
PACKAGE
EARTHOBS
CONTAMINATION
TECHNOLOGY
CONTAMINATION
TECHNOLOGY
SPACEPHYSICS
EARTHOBS
ADVANCEDSIC
SYSTEMSTESTS
CONTAMINATION
TECHNOLOGY
MATERIALSSCIENCE
PLANTGROWTH
CELLS& TISSUES EVA
PLASMAPHYSICS
INCl. ALT
(DEGt (N MI)
55 100-
..... 00
9O
80x1001500
100
.55
28-]12 200
28-112 tO0
55 270
CREW
SIZE
3
Table 7.
PAYLOAD
NO.
EXPERIMENT
PACKAGE
EARTH OBS
30M-I CONTAMINATION
TECHNOLOGY
30_-2 SPACE PHYSICS
PHYSICS & CHEM
30M-3 FLUID MGMT
30-Day SortLe /vfLssionPayloads
INCL CREW
(DEG) SIZE
55 2
ALT
(N MI),
100
28-1/2 200
2e- ;/2 300.
30M-4 MEDICAL RESEARCH 28- I/2 100
BIO-SCIENCE.
LIFE SUPPORT
MAN SYSTEMS
30M-5 X-RAY STELLAR 28- I/'2 400
ASTRONOMY
3_.-6 ADVANCED SOLAR SUN 220
ASTRONOMY SYNCH
3CNI-7 INTERMEDIATE 28- I/2 250
U-V TELESCOPE
HIGH ENERGY
STELLAR ASTRONOMY
COSMIC RAY
PHYSICS
30M4
30M-9 INFRA-RED
ASTRONOMY
30M-10
COMMUb ICATIO NS
2s-t/2
55
2o,-1/2
5530M-II
2
400 2
270 2
200 2
150 2
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;:'1 EXPERIMENT ACCOMMODATIONS
| PAYLOAD PACKAGE TITLE MODULE J AIRLOCK PALLET
//.,I
._'_I " 2 LS3-11 PLANt GROWTH /Tr
LS4-II CELLS & TISSUES _____.__.___//.._._t3-1 ASTRONAUT MANEUVERING UNIT
3 ESl-II LAND USE MAPPING
T|-I SKY BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS
t
4 ESI-III AIR & WATER POLLUTIOI'J _-_/'_L_Tl-I SKY BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS
._ S PI-I ATMOS PHE R IC/MAGNETOSPHERIC SCIENCES AIRLOCK
AS PALLET
_ Tl-I SKY BACKGROUND BRIGHTNESS Ir _
MAINT/ --- )'T
6 P2-1 PLASMA WAKE CALIBRATION _ Ill
;I F2oll PLASMA RESONANCES/HARMONICS ONLY l_'_]--_
Figure 45. Seven-Day Mission Payload Accommodations
"_ EXPERIMENT _ ACCOMMODATIC rN '_
I t.;1-1 BIOM[DICA L RESrARCH _
is4-1
LSS-I I ROLE OF GRAVITY IN LIF[ PROCE$St.S 26 F_ //1
LS6-1 LIFE SUPPORT SY!;TEMS DEVEtOPME_JT I . '. _1_ .._._ j
I LST-II PFRFORMANCEC_,PABILIT','ASSESSMENT [ ....... _'_:=---: I
AIRLOCK _ _ 20 FT _' : i
_. 2 PI-II COMETARY PHYS'CS ] "_"-1',,r'.--_ T""'
l P4-1 MOLECULAR PHY;IC$ AS PALLET
_'_ 3 T2-1 LIQUID 'VAPOR INTERFACE STA81I ItY _.'%.,,r-_ _ ._ t"_20FT / ....
t2-l, BOILING HEAT TI_ANSFER _.._._
I 1_-IlI CAPILLARY STUDIES F'_'_Z;_ I ._
4 ESI-1 METEORO LOGY/ATMOSPHERICi,CIE NCE_ ,
TI-II REAl. TIME CONTAMINATIOPI J _.L..=:_.___'___._ "
. .,-, .,O.-RESOLUT,C. -.AY'ELESCO'.
6 A3-I PHOTOHELIOGRA PH 40 FT_
7 A4-1 NARROW.FIELD I.V TEL/SCOPE .......... ,.
t
8 AS- I LOW-ENE RGY X- _AY R'LE$COPE 27 FT
........... 25 Ft
9 A6-1 ........DETECTOR ARRAY SCANNING 20 F t, LAB /I .. 0':::3 I4 FT
|0 _" COSMIC RAY NU|:LE | CHARGE""| NERGY SP'CTR_" ' _r'_'_:_----_"Z_ T_
11 C/NI-II MILlIMET|R WAVI COMM SYStIM/PgO_ J 20 It /AGATION . ".-..""_ _'
C/N I-Ill SURV[ It LANC E/S| ARCH/RE S(:IJ[ _YSTEMS J '_"-J_
Figure 46. Thirty-Day Mission Payload Accommodations _ i
I
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Fibre 47. Structure Concept Selection
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RAOIATORS FRi[Oll RF.S
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
Figure 48. Subsystems Commonality
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The sortie payload cost analysis was accomplished in three steps: (I)
determination of the development cost, assuming that each individual payload
was developed separately; (2) recognizing the commonality between payloads,
determination of the development cost when the costs of payload-common ......
items were shared among payloads; and (3) based on commonality percentage
to the MSS, the dollar benefit to the MSS develop_ent was determined.
The results show that apprc..imately a 60 percent savings is accomplished
by sharing cost among payloads as illustrated in Table 8. Approximately a
4 percent cost savings can be contributed to the initial MSS development cost.
Intangible savings to the MSS not expressed in dollar value are identified as
component reliability data, experiment procedures, operational experience,
and maintenance procedures,
Table 8.
Item
Structure
E C LSS
EPS
G&C
Information
Crew/habitability
Tota 1
SORTIE LABORATORY
Development Cost Analysis Results
Independent
Development
$M (1972)
770
370
120
305
120
i15
1800
Shared
Development
($M)
140
120
2_
235
30
20
570
I
Savings
to MSS
($M)
28
27
5
lO
7
77
An alternative approach to the accommodation of sortie payloads would
be to provide a family of general-purpose laboratories. With this concept,
each sortie GPL would support a group of related disciplines and would
contain, as an integral part of the module, laboratory and experiment equip-
ment. The intent would be to minimize the amount of equipment required
from the investigator. The sortie GPL's would be designed to exploit the
reusability made possible by the sbuttle. That is, they would be adaptable
to a wide range of missions and users with a minimum of reconfiguration.
In addition, use would be made of existing ground and aircraft-based
laboratory equipment (microscopes, cameras, spectrometers, multimeters,
etc. } where practical, to minimize costs.
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'Fable 9 shows two possible approaches considered for grouping
disciplines into sortie GPL's. The first is a phenomenon-orlented family
which groups disciplines into sortie GPL's according to the particular
aspect of the space environment associated with their objec¢ive. The second .........
is a purpose-oriented family which groups disciplines into sortie GPL's
according to the general nature of their objective.
Discipline
Astronomy
Physics
Earth obs e rvations
Communications I
Navigation
Material sciences
Technology
Life Sciences
Table 9. Sortie GPL Approaches
Phenomenon- Oriented
Approach
Earth Space Zero-
Remote Remote Gravity,
Sensing Sensing Vacuum
X
X
X
X
Purpose-Oriented
Approach
Application
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Technology
X
X
Science
X
X
Based on NR's studies to date, the purpose-oriented approach appears the
most desirable for a family of sortie GPL's or sortie labs.
:iiii•
For this study, an application laboratory was selected for conceptual
definition. Figure 49 depicts the application laboratory concept and points
out the locatior, of the various pieces of laboratory equipment associated
with earth observations, material, and life sciences. The laboratory is
20 feet long excluding the 12-I/2 foot airlock. The upper floor is dedicated
to the earth observation and life science laboratories and th_ lower floor is
dedicated to material.science. The laboratory is fixed in the shuttle payload
bay with the necessary sensor exposure obtained thrmgh the open payload
bay doors. For the earth observation telescope, outward looking is obtained
by employing a right-angle aperture.
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REDUCED PAYLOADS SIZE IMPACT STUDY
The reduced payload size impact study identified the modular space "
station effects resulting from a reduction in diameter and length of individual
modules. These effects are defined for IZ- by 40-foot, 14- by 40-foot, and
IZ- by 58-foot module_ and associated shuttle payload bay sizes. The con- :
figuration used for comparison and identification of impacts was the preli-
minary d :sign Phase B 14-foot module configuration.
The internal accommodations for crew habitability, station operation,
and all general-purpose labor_tory facilities were required to be the same
as the Phase B station for all reduced payload size options. Thus, modular
stations assembled from all of the options will have esse'n_tially similar
experiment capability except for configurational impacts. ":
Figure 50 compares the concept I growth configuration and the 14-foot ......
Phase B growth configuration. The concept ] configuration is composed of
six station modules and two 40-foot core modules for the initial station and
eight station modules and two 40-foot core modules for the growth _tation. ,,
The concept I initial station exceeds the length of the 14-foot Phase B initial :'
station by 40 perce_:t and the growth station by 2Z percent, with appropriate _i
increases in moments of inertia and control penalties. The reduction in ........ ii
module diameter and the increased configuration length contribute to a .!
general overall reduction in structural stiffness and dynamic characteristics.
Figure 51 compares the 14-foot Phase B and the reduced-diameter
concept 1 and concept 3 configurations. The 14- by 40-foot (concept Z)
reduced length configuration is not shown since it is identical to the 14-foot
Phase B configuration.
The 14-foot Phase B initial space station configuration is characterized
by a balanced split of station modules between volume 1 (V 1) and volume Z
(Vz) with a minimum of growth scars. The concept 1 space station confi-
guration requires two additional station modules to provide the equivalent
accommodations of the 14-foot Phase B configuration. These additional
station modules result in a Z by 4 split between V 1 and V z. An additional
core is required by the initial station, resulting in _rowth scars of additional
berthing ports and associated increases in complexity. The concept 3 space
station configuration requires five station modules with modules less than
49 feet in length. This configuration also dictates an uneven 2 by 3 split
between V 1 and VZ. The growt h scar of this configuration is further
increased over the initial sta_,ion because the side berthing ports cannot be
totally utilized.
]
]_
i
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Figure 50. Reduced Payload Size Concept Dimensions
PAYLOAD SIZE - ]4 R' PHASE B
lk...
|
VI 4- ÷V2
MODULE SIZE - 14 R X 38 FT8 IN.
COREMODULES I--'-1 (Z_
POWERMODULE C
S;rATtON MODU trS
INITIAL r---1
GROWTH
12.R'X,10_
_:o,,_'-_r t)
_lJ
V14- •
]2 R'X40 R'
P77)_
J
]ZRX 58R" (_)
]ZRX49 R'
l ll l
Figure 51. Configura:ion Comparison
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J_'I The 14-foot Phase B space station has been optimized for an Init_l ......- - I
I station where the concept 1 and concept 3 space stations tend to be o timized ....... I
• - . p
t to the growth station. _ This is driven by, the increased number of station .... _' -....
_'i modules requiring an additional core module for the initial station.
.....
The concept I and concept 3 configuration core modules are much more _`
complex because of the recessed ports and the reduced interface _'olume at ......
the berthing ports for distribution of basic subsystem service and_utilities
from one module to another. The concept l and concept 3 station modules
are single-level internal arrangements driven by the reduced diameter. _:
The single-leve! arrangement generaUy expands the traffic patterns, com-
promises the location of particular accommodations, and generally contri-
butes to a substantial increase in machinery noise in the station living and
operating areas.
Table I0 summarizes the delta cost effects for the concept I initial
space station program. The cost changes attributable to a 12-foot-diameter
station versus a 14-foot Phase B station were analyzed at the s_bsystem
(WBS level 5) level, using I4-foot Phase B cost estimating relationships
(CERts). The design and development and flight hardware costs derived
amount to slightly more than $70 million for the initial MSS. The estimate
of major test hardware (MTH) increased in cost about $40 million. Based
on initial cost estimates for the baseline ]4-foot Phase B configuration, the
concept I space station would cost approximately lZ. 5 percent more than the i
14-foot Phase B configuration.
The study results conclude that modular space stations configured with
12-foot diameter and reduced length modules do meet requirements. Pro-
blem,_ unique to these configurations appear to be solvable. As driven by -
the diameter reduction and increase in number of modules, program •costs
are increased. The further increase in complexity is a prime issue and
concern that resulted i'rom the study. Because of this general increase in
complexity of the MSS concept, it is recommended that the reduced diameter
modules be avoided.
Space Division
NorthAmencan Rockwell
Table 10. Summary of Cost. Changes (Initial Station) .................
Dry Weight
_ Increase_(Ib)
Structures & 17,675
Mechanisms
ECLSS 3,230
EPS 638
G&C 173
RCS 60
ISS 596
Total 22, 372
Increase in Cost ($ Million,
1971 Value)
Design and
Development Flight Hardware-
$9.2$29.1
4.3
-Delta
10.7
3.2
1.1
0.9
6.3
$51.3
2.1
0.5
1.0
3.1
SZo.z
$ 38.3
15.0
, 5".3
1.6
1.9
9.4
$ 71.5
Major test hardware $ 40.5
Increased integration complexity 13.0
Total increase above cost items $125.0
Fupport & floating item costs at approximately i00% 125.0
Total vroject cost increase $250.0
Approximate increase over 14-ft 12.5%
station
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
, l
i- i
A special set of tasks (SOW 4.2) was included in the Phase B extension
study to provide advanced development of selected information subsystem
concepts. The three objectives were (I) to provide to NASA-MSC working
breadboard subassemblies for evaluation of the MSS information subsystem
concepts, performance, and integration constraints; (2) to achieve more
industry participation in the MSS program; and {3) to contribute to the MSS
Phase B preliminary design efforts. Three major areas were selected: a
brassboard RF communications terminal subassembly consisting of the
K-band electronics to be installed on the directive antenna; a breadboard of "
the data acquisition and control subassembly consisting of a common I0
mbps digital data bus configured as for installation in the MSS; and preliminary
performance specifications for the data processing assembly and the computer
program assembly so that an engineering evaluation rnodel of the MSS multi-
processor computer could be procured by NASA at a later date.
The listing in the next paragraph shows how the tasks were divided into
subtasks and assigned. The subcontractors selected were L'Iternational
Telephone and Telegraph (ITT), Nutiey, N. 3. ; Systems Development
Corporation (SDC), Santa Monica, Calif. Intermetrics (INTER), Cambridge,
Mass. ; General Electric Corporation (GE), Valley Forge, PA. ; Autonetlcs
(AN) Division. NR, Ar_.heim, Calif. The Space Division (SD), NR, provided
technical _uidance and integration as well as several direct subtasks.
'4
: i
i i
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RF Communications Terminal
SD/MSC -
SD/ITT/MSC
ITT
SD/ITT/MSC
Determine BB performance requirements
Identify G.r'E/make/buy items
Develop BB assemblies
Install/demonstrate at MSC
Data Acquisition/Control Subassembly
SD
ITT
SD/AN/ITT/MSC -
ITT
AN
MSC
AN --
SD/MSC
Shuttle/station commonality
Bus design notebook
Determine DACS performance/interface requirements
Develop cabling configuration
Develop data bus controller
Provide RACU and test processor
Integrate as s embly
Install/demonstrate at MSC
o
o
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Data Processor Assembly Specifications
SD
SD/SDC -
SDC
INTER
SD/AN/SDC/MSC.
SD/AN
AN
!SD,ceDivi ion . .....
_',_k "_' North AmericanRockwell ! "
_ . I. 1
Define ISS/subsystems interactions
Develop information flow charts
Simulate ISS throughout .........
Internal DPA traffic flow and memory division
studies
Select evaluation model configuration
E.E. model performance requirements and
development plan
EEM supervisor specification
Computer Program Specifications
- Recommend programming standards
- Develop software system specification tree
- Prepare configuration control plan
- Resource allocation program requirements
SDC
Bulk Storage Devices
Technology as s es sment
Prepare prototype performance requirements
and development plan
GE
DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL
One of the primary objectives of the information management advanced
development task is the delivery of a data acquisition and control subassembly
(DACS) breadboard. The task also includes the analyses of redundancy
concepts and the development of parametric data for use in designing data
buses for a family of space vehicles.
The DACS breadboard will consist of a data bus breadboard, a data
bus control unit (DBCU) breadboard, and one or more remote acquisition
and control unit (RACU) breadboards. The data bus breadboard and the
DBCU breadboard will be delivered at the end of the effort; the RACU bread-
boards will be Government-furnished equipment. "Figure 52- is a block
diagram of a dual redundant test setup of the DACS breadboard; it shows,
inside the dashed line, the complement of breadboards and equipment to be
delivered under this contract.
] /
il
COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL
The principal goal of this task is to produce a brassboard piece of
hardware that demonstrates the concept of an MSS external communication
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Task. Name Task Results
Tabl, 1 1. Advanced Development Tasks
Shuttle/EOSS commonality
Parametric evaluation/
subsystem input/output
interface
DPA configuration
Supervisory specification
DPA performance
requirements
DMS EEM processor
deve!opm_,nt plan
DPA redundancy concepts
Initlal-bulk storage
development plan - initial
st,_tion
DPA information flow
diagrams
DPA throughput and
authority analysis
DPA configuration selection
Standards and conventions
manual
Computer program
specification tree
Computer program
development plan
DPA resource allocation
DPA internal flow and traffic
pattern
Central processor
operational analysis
Mass memory parametric
data
Central processor memory
organization and internal
bus design
Investigated the degree of commonality between the MSS/shuttle ISS
hardware and requirements. Little commonality was found.
Define DPA computation requirements and interfaces with other sub-
systems used as basic requirements for both Phase B and ADT studies.
Defined baseline DPA configuration early in ADT study. Updated
baseline to reach Phase B configuration. Final configuration due
January 1972.
Preliminary CP supervisor program requirements h_ve been
specified. Final report due January 1972.
Preliminary DPA processors performance requirements were
developed to support Phase B study. Task complete ,May 1972.
Task _chedu!ed to start January 1972. Complete in May 1972.
Established the impact of the "MSS failure criteria .• on the DPA
design and recommended a redundant configuration.
Task started in October 1971. Completion due in February 1972,
Structured the DPA software system and defined the data that flow
between software modules, in preparation for throughput simulation
analysis.
Simulated the DPA configuration and measured throughput for worst
case workload. Established that selected configuration is viable.
Supported selection of the DPA configuration by analyzing the
throughput simulations.
Identified salient MSS software problem areas and established
philosophies to be followed when dealing with them.
Identified the MSS computer program, the specifications required to
define them, and the related documentation for each one.
Task started in November 1971. A preliminary software develop-
ment plan has been completed.
Task scheduled to start January 1972.
Refined the factors that influence multiprocessor designs. Developed
a multiprocessor design handbook that was used in the central
processor definitior, activities.
Investigated the impact of software, failure tolerance, expandlbitity,
flexibility, and crew interface on the central processor hardware
design. Recommended central processor design that impleme_,ted
these factors.
Studied the mass memory technologies available for the DPA and did
a comparative evaluation based on parametric quantities.
Preliminary definition of the CP memory division, module sizes, and
speeds, along with the bus design to communicate between them.
Task complete January 1972.
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At the request of NASA, a set of program-level alternatives to the
MSS Phase B program was investigated. Key differences from study guide-
lines were:
• Reduction in the experiment program.
• Deferral of costly experiment equipment even if it creates an unbalanced.
experiment program
• A $100-million per year limit on expe.riment equipment expenditures
• Initial space station only _ no growth provisions
• Five years of operation only
This created a set of four alternative program options. In addition to
these, a corresponding set of four options was created that incorporated an
envolutionary sortie-to-station program. Fi.nally, a separate program
(Option I0} that combines the best features of the other options; but also adds
additional program peak and total cost reduc':ion changes, was:.developed. The
eight options mentioned are shown in Figure 53, together with a •reference
program that accomplishes the entire Blue Book and baseline program
described in this report. Option I0 will be described later in this section.
PROGRAM CONTENT
The content of each of the program options is shown in Table 12.
Within each discipline, the FPE and the level of accommodation are presented
for both the basic four options and their corresponding sortie-to-station
evolution program. Levels II and HI apply to programs 2 through 5; addition
of experiments at level 1 and corresponding shuttle sortie flights convert the
programs, to numbers 6 through 9. " .....
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The programs are summarized in Tab2e 13 in terms of the number of
experiment disciplines represented, experinaent equipment groups, shuttle
flights, experiment equipment modules, and support sections. Also, the
total experiment crew time and experiment duration are defined. The
number of shuttle missionsrequired to support the program depends primarily
on the program duration varying from 28 for the limited-funding program to
131 for the longer-duration, balanced progra:rn.
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PROGRAM
NO.
PAYLOAD
SYSTEM
ISS - GSS
ISS- GSS
(ISS) o
(ISS) o
(ISS) o
(ISS) o
SORTIE
MODULES
&
(ISS) o
TYPE OFPROGRAM
TOTAL. NASA BLUE BOOK (15 YR)
BLUE BOOK CAPABILITY (10 YR)
• REDUCED EXPERIMENT PROGR.
(BALANCED)
• NO DETACHED RAMS
• REDUCED EXPERIMENT PROGR.
(BALANCED)
• MAY HAVE DETACHED RAMS
• EMPHASIS ON APPLICATIONS
(DEFER SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY)
• EXPERIMENTS WITH $100M/YR
LIMIT FOR EXPERIMENTS (1.2BTOTAL)
• SAME AS 2
• SAME AS 3
• SAME AS 4
• SAME AS 5
(ISS)o =
OPERATING TIME
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I I I I
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Figttre 53. Alternate Program Options
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Table lZ. Program Comparison
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Table 13. Program Comparison Summary
0-REFERENCE
(15-YEAR)
7
51
I-| &SE
(t)-YI
43
86
7
4
PROGRAM OPTION
2*BALANCED 3-BALANCED 4-APPUCATIONS
(5-YEAR) (t0-YEAR) (10-YEAR)
,INE ]
AR)
7
13
31
3
7
26
55
6
15
5O
2
123
6
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6
8
28 .....
I
0
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Program Comparison Summary (Cont)
6"SORTIE ÷
BALANCED
-_ {2)
PROG_MOPTION
8-SORTIE ÷
APPLICATIONS
(4)
SORTIE
EXPERIMENT
EQUIPMENT STATION
GROUPS
TOTAL.
SORTIE
SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS STATION
TOTAL
SORTIE
ATTACHED
EXPERIMENT STATION
MODULES
TOTAL
DETACHEDEXPERIMENT
MODULES
(STATION ONLY)
PROGRAM OPTIONS COSTS
0-REFERENCE
0
$!
51
13
13
26
65
31
96
8
3
II
7-SORTIE +
HALANCED
(3)
15 12
26 I$
41 27
76 73
55 5O
131 123
e $
4 2
12 7
l 0
9-SORTIE ÷
LIMITED FUND,
ING (5)
6
6
8
14
52
28
8O
4
!
m
0
123
123
The program costs for each of the options is shown in Figure 54. The
fundamental approach to program options was to reduce program costs and
annual funding requirements while still providing significant and early
beneficial achievement. This was done primarily by reducing the experiment
program to something less than defined in the NASA 1971 Blue Book. The ;
support capability required for full Blue Boo_, implementation is five years
of initial (six-man) space station operation plus ten years of growth (12-man)
space station ope_rations.
The reference program supplies approximately I07 man-years of crew
operating time and involves 51 experiment equipment groups. The cost of
developing and operating the support system is $2. 56-billion and the corres-
ponding experiment cost is $3.96-billion.
Although reductions in support system size (to initialspace station
only) and operating duration (to five years) resulted in significant cost
reduction, a far greater reduction is possible in the experiment system area.
Bv deleting expensive items and reducing the number of attached and free-
/lying RAM's, the cost can be reduced from $3.96-biUion to $1.15 -billion,
and approximately the same balance between science and applications can be
maintained as in the reference program. Since science-oriented experiments
tend to be more complex and expensive than the applications-oriented ones,
a further reduction in equipment groups and a $370-million cost reduction
would result from emphasizing applications objectives instead of maintaining
a balanced program.
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OPTION COST $B
REFERENCE ISS-5YR
GSS-10YR
BASELINE ISS-5 YR
GSS-5YR
BALANCED ISS0-5 YR
ISS0-10YR
ISSo-IOYR
BALANCED
APPLN
LIMITED FUNDING ISS0-5YR
SORTIE - BAL ISS0-5 YR
SORTIE BAL ISS0-10 YR
SORTIE-APP ISS0-10 YR
SORTIE-
LIMITED FUNDING ISS0-5 YR
3
4
6
7
8
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An alternative program option (Option I0) has been examined which
requires lower annual funding and produces a significant (approximately
$140-million) reduction in program funding. This option involves extending
the ISS development time and reducing the development of sortie experiment
carriers to three versions of one basic item. The development period for
the space station has been stretched by two years to achieve a lower peak
funding requirement and a more relaxed time interval for pursuit of pha._ed
development and procurement of the modular space station. The l_mse C
start date for the station has been held at October 1975 but the IOC date was
extended from January 1982 to January 1984. Option I0 mission sequence
is shown in Figure 55.
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Prior to station 10Cthere would be four years of sortie flights. Thei, e
sortie flights involve the multiple use of three dedicated laboratory modules
to provide relatively early and inexpensive experiment operations. The three
shuttle sortie laboratories, outfitted for applications, technology, or _cience
would be alternately flown for multiple missions, with various experiments
accommodated which require little or no moditication to the basic laboratory
configuration. The estimated cost profiles for such a program are shown
in Figure 56, the peak funding beLnL( $544-miUlon and the total program cost
amounting to $3.486-billion over the 17-year period shown.
,, APPROACH 1
• EXTEND ISS DEVELOPMENT TIME 2 YRS
• PROGRAM DURATION: 4 YR SORTIE ONLY + 5 YR CONCURRENT STATION
• THREE SORTIE LABS: APPLICATIONS, TECHNOLOGY, SCIENCE
COST SUMMARY
SORTIE MODULES | 27t_
EXPTS, SORTIE 430I'ESTIMATEDCOSTSI
COST (S_)
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Figure 56. sortieLab0ratory Plus ISS - Typical Program
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